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CROSS AND ANDERSON.
Los Angeles,
May 27. Announcement was made today that efforts
were under way to arrange a Fourth
of July match at Vernon between
Leach Cross of
York and Bud

OOSEVELT DECLARES II E NEVER
iiTl

KNOW HOW

CITY ED'TION

PELKEY NOT HELD JURY- CONVICTS B.
-

TO BLAME FOR

GARCIA

IAY

OF

HAVE

KILLED

BEEil
BY

Anderson, the northwestern lightweight. It is proposed to match the
DEATH
winner of this bout with the winner
of the Ritchie-River- s
fight in San
trancisco on the same date.
The same clua announced also that SLAYER OF LUTHER M'CARTY, SECOND DEGREE HOMICIDE IS ALLEGED
VICTIMIZER OF LOVING
arrangements were about completed
PRIZE FIGHTER, EXONERATTHE VERDICT, WHICH CAME
SOULS DIES UNDER SUSPIC-OUfor a
fight June 20 between
ED BY CORONER'S JURY.
IN LATE YESTERDAY
CIRCUMSTANCES
Charles
Ledeaux,. bantamweight
Cam-Pwas as fo'ilows:
of
i
champion
France, and Eddie
of San Francisco. Ledeaux, it FIGHTER
"We had breakrast at 8 or 8:30
ISRE-ARRESTEPRISONER
IS
SURPRISED AILMENT CALLED NEPHRITIS
o'clock; Mrs. Roosevelt, the children was stated, would start from Paris
A
and myself. After breakfast, if tne at once.
ALTHOUGH ONCE LET OUT ON EXPECTED AN
ACQUITTAL; HIS BUT A HOTEL PHYSICIAN IN CHIweather was good, Mrs. Roosevelt
BAIL, MOUNTED POLICE GATH- -'
ATTORNEY FILES MOTION
and I walked around the White House
CAGO THINKS MAN WAS
ER HIM IN AGAIN.
grounds for 20 minutes or half an hour. GRAND
FOR A NEW TRIAL
JURY VIEWS
POISONED
I then came over to the White House
office and as soon as 1 reached there
COMMENT
IS
MADE THE
FOX CASE SATURDAY MADE
Mr. Loeb came in with the mail and SCENE OF WRECKAGE NO
LOVE
FOR
MONEY
papers to sign. After about half an
hour of this the senators and conCIVIL AUTHORITIES DO NOT AN- JUDGE
LEAHY OVERRULES
MO TOLD
WEALTHY WIDOWS
HE
gressmen would begin to. arrive. If it DISTRICT ATTORNEY HAS THEM
NOUNCE WHAT THEIR PRO- -'
WOULD MARRY THEM, AND
TION FOR CHANGE OF VENUE
was an ordinary day they would genBECOME
FAMILIAR
WITH
CEDURE WILL BE.
IN LIBEL CASE
GOT THE DOWRY FIRST
erally continue to arrive until 12 or 1
RUINS OF DEATH-TRAo'clock, but if it was a cabinet day
they would generally continue to arCalgary, May 27 Just what action
Los Angeles, May 27. Members of
Chicago, May 27. The coroner wili
Guilty of murder in the second decivil authorities would take rethe
rive until 12 o'clock.
the county grand jury today accom
gree was the verdict returned late yes- be asked today to investigate tua
"On ordinary days they would stop pauicd the district attorney to view garding the unexpected arrest last terday afternoon by the jury in the death of Homer Edwards
Morrison,
at 11 o'clock when I went in to get the scene of the pier disaster of Sat night of Arthur Pelkey, following his case of the state against Ramon Gar- wno was involved in a
which,
mystery
exoneration by a coroner's jury from cia,
CHAMPAGNE NOT ENTIRELY DISTASTEFUL shaved. I would usually got Mr. urday at Long Beach.
charged with the killing of Ga may rival that of Johann Hoch. Morhim
with tne briel Gallegos at San Jose on
Loeb in and dictate to him or he
It was stated while there had o'en:i charges connecting
May 1 rison died last Thursday at a hospital
death of Luther McCarty, who died in The verdict came as a
would take up with me the mail that no change in the plan
to the oi what was diagnosed as acuta nephhave
the
surprise
tj
had accumulated during the- morning coroner conduct the entire Investl the prize ring Saturday as the Indi- prisoner, who confidently had expect- ritis, but Dr. Darwin B.
Pond, who will
rect result of a blow administered by ed an
demand tne inquiry, now suspect that
Occasionally, at a Banquet, the Former President is Able to and would receive directions about gation alone, beginning Thursday, it
acquittal.
the various things that had arisen was thought wise to have the grand Pelkey, was problematical early toJohn D. W. Veeder, attorney for Gar his patient was poisoned.
Swallow a Couple of Glasses of the Bubbling Joy Water
day.
during the morning.
jurors familiar with the situation
announced that he would make a Two women already have appeared
cia,
Northwest mounted police, mem- formal
Whiskey to Him is Medicine, and He Never Uses
"I would also frequently see some
Experts appointed to inspect tne
motion for a new trial. Argu who say they were defrauded
by a
It Except as Such He Finds Brandy Makes
member of the cabinet or some man ruins began their work today. They bers of which took Pelkey into cus- ments on this motion will be heard man named Mornson who
as a
posed
for
to
the
second
refused
time,
I knew intimately
sometime this week, it is said.
real estate dealer, and the police hav&
during that time, will be expected to furnish the data tody
His Nightly Glass of Milk a Little
or some newspaper man would be al- upon which the coroner's jury can make any statement, but it was learn,
The trial of Garcia occupied the at a record of a third woman who claims
Tells the
More Palatable-- He
lowed to come in to ask questions, arrive at a conclusion as to the cause ed that at least a preliminary hear- tention of the court
during the closing also to have been victimized.
Mr. Loeb generally sitting by and of the disaster and the responsibility ing wi'il be given Pelkey in police
of last week and until after noon
Jury He is a Man of
Mrs. Pearl DeTitt, a widow,
days
asserts
court today.
waiting until the answers had oeen for it.
yesterday, when the jury wag instruct- she gave Morrison $1,600 upon hia
Sobriety.
or
Whether
not
the
will
police
push ed and
given, and then resuming the work.
According to reports from Longbegan its deliberations. It was promise to marry her. This money in"Often Mr. Loeb would follow me Beach, Margaret Reed, aged 12. and the case unaided by provincial author, a hard-fougcase, and excited con- cluded her husband's Insurance.
itles
is
not
known.
Marquette, Mich., May 27. In the plaintiff's recollection he had never out to the wash room and continue Otis Hahn, aged 12, who fell into the Mitchell Is said to Acting Premier; siderable interest in Las Vegas.
The second woman says she wai
have stated last
elaborate but small court room of in his life taken more than one on talking with me, and getting direc death pit, are expected to die at any
I
who
an
was
of
The
Louise
Gallegos,
killing
Beck before she manied Mor'
night before the announcement of the
tions and laying matters before me moment.
this frontier city, Theodore Roosevelt the same occasion.
Galleson
Roman
of
Sheriff
rison three years ago in Hillsdulo,
decision of the coroner's jury that ne adopted
Mr. Roosevelt took the stand today while I washed my hands. I would
f
today appeared in what is probably
gos, occurred in San Jose on May 12. Mich. She states that she
would
be
the
by
governed
3ave hii i
findings
dore Roosevelt took thestandtoday then go to lunch. Immediately after,
an unique occasion in nistory-wien- ,
3
a
was
While
out
wedding
party
coming
$15,000.
of
that body. ,
in effect, he, althougu a former presi- In his libel suit against George a" iuiicu i returned to work. I might WILSON SITS DOWN
of the village church Garcia appeared
Mccartys body was sent to his
dent of the United States, defended Newett, who, in an editorial, charged then again work with Mr. Loeb lor
and fired two shots with his heavy .44 indicted at the present term of court.
I.
home in Ohio last night
himself under oath against an allega- him with drunkenness. The former an hour or some member of the caoi-ne- t
ON THE LOBBYISTS
caliber revolver. The first time he and upon which, he was arraigned
or ottier person with whom I had
District Attorney Ward havin-be- en
tion of drunkenness. His direct testi- president entered a denial. He adir
fired the bullet went Into the air. The
mitted using light wines with his to talk over details of official busi
disqualified In "this latter case!
mony lasted an hour, and
second mlssJe struck Gallegoc in the
CECIL BOUCHER
subDavid J. Leahy appointed Her-PRESIDENT
Judge
DECLARES
meals, but said he never touched ness.
immediately began. In
THEIR
The
his
heart.
side, plowing through
"I never in my life, while in tne
stance Colonel Roosevelt defended strong 'liquors except on advice of
WORK AGAINST THE TAR-- "
almost Instantly.' bel t W. Clark as special prosecutor.
young man died
himself as a man of complete sobri- his physician or after great exposure. White House or anywhere else, have
The grand jury yesterday afternoon
IFF BILL IS RAW.
a
killing was
BADLY INJURED Garcia stated that Hethesoaid
in addition to the McPherson-Fo- x
ety, although not a total abstainer. He said he doesn't smoke nor touch ever left a room for the purpose of
returned,
was
he
accidental.
id
purely
The leading points in his testimony beer. After giving a brief outline of gettilug a dnnk between meals, and
e
Washington, May. 27. The small
indictment, two
bills.
celebrating in honor of the bride and
his political career, the former presi- it would have been a physical imposmay be quoted as follows:
army of "tariff lobbyists" which has
Marcos
who
was
indicted at
Moya,
no
Idea
he had
kill
of
that
and
groom,
sibility for me to have left the room been occupying Washington since the LAS VEGAS BOY HURT WHILE
"I am not a total abstainer "
dent said:
ing or hurting anybody. He told this the present term of court, was arraignUNDERGOING INITIATION INTO
"I have never drunk a highball or a
the house,
"I have never drunk a cocktail or for any such Duruose at. anv lieiir.rl Underwood bill passed
;p-upon the witness stand, and add-- j ed yesterday afternoon and pleaded
Islory
PHI KAPPA SIGMA.
was in a state of confusion today becocktail in my life."
a highball in my lire. With the ex- of my work in the White House.
ed that he and Gallegos always had gulity to assault with pistol. He was
ts,
"On
"I don't smoke and I don't drink ception hereafter
February 17 and 18 last, I was cause of President Wilson's sudden
sentenced to six months in the county
been the best of friends.
noted, I never dranit
he
in New York with Mrs. Roose- and vigorous attack on the "numer111., May
beer and I don't drink red wine."
27. C. F.
Champaign,
whisky or brandy except under the staying
as presented by jail.
sr- state's
The
case,
velt and my daughter at the Marquis ous, industrious and insidious lobby- Boucher, a student in architecture at
"I have never drunk whisky or advice of a physician.
1
Juan B. Pollack was arra'sd ana
Jon't care
m- Charles W. G. Ward, was that Garcia,
the University of Illinois, is at Burn-hastreet. ists."
brandy except when the doctor pre- for the taste of either. 1 don't smoKe hotel at 12. Kast Thirty-firs- t
in shooting a weapon in a settlement, Pleaded guilty to assault with a deadly-haed
Mis. Roosevelt and my daughter and
scribed It, or possibly on some occa- and 1 don't drink beer, because I
hospital suffering from a blood
Many who assumed that the presia felony; one who kills 'weapon. He was sentenced to serve
committed
rty
1 had
clot on the brain sustained during his
breakfast served in our apart- dent's statement referred to them
sion after great expcsve when I was
in committing six months in the county jail. The
smoking aud disiike the taste of ments
set
at about a o'clock. Immediate, although he called none by name and initiation into the Phi Kappa Sigma another while engaged
chilled through."
beer. I never have drunk whisky o!
a felony, no matter if he does so ac(fi-- j sentence was suspended during good
&rs
iy afterwards on both days 1 walked designated none
"The only wines I have drunk have brandy except when the doctor
personally even by fraternity. Boucher's home is in Las
is guilty of murder. The state behavior oa the part of Pollack.
pr&
led
avenue to Twenty-thir- inference began issuing statements Vegas, N. M. Investigation by tne dentally,
been white wines,
madiera,- - chara-- scribed it, or possibly on some occa down Madison
to show that Garcia'At this morning's
Bession a com-ha- d
f'-- t
plso
attempted
street across to Fourth avenue and preferred interviews to justify faculty Is expected to be made topagne, or very occasionally a glass of sion alter great exposure when was
One witness plaint was filed against Ramundo Mar- the
murder.
planned
jne
and
into the Outlook office, doing their position.
sherry."
Men, prominent for morrow.
chilled through. Hut it has been cerwho conducts a saloon in Canon
is
work and seeing various people un- many years in official life, including
The members of the secret society testified that Garcia, preceding theUinez,
"At home at dinner I often drink a
1
20
15
or
have
since
tainly
years
to
he
to
failed
of
Largo.
had
told
had
her
the
affidavit
of
killing
According
glass or two of white wine and Pol- drunk it because of being chilicd til about 5:30 o'clock the first day former United States senators now are silent on the matter. It was
two witnesses, there is not a popula-tha- t
rei
and until 5 o'clock the next day, go- identified with either suga"r or wool feared 'this afternoon that the boy "get" Garcia at the last wedding but
and water."
tion of 100 people, as is required by
through. I never have drunk beer,
would
this
a
he
better
do
job
jars
ing out for a few minutes for lunch. interests in the organized effort might die from the injuries. He is
"At public dinners I sometimes nor do I drink red wine. The
only
law, in the settlement where Martin- time.
the
"When I left the office on Monday against the Underwood1 bill, were
drink a glass of champagne, or per- wines that I have drunk have been
and has occasional reez's
saloon is located. Martinez, it
ease
was
The
the!
tried
a
and
carefully
is
I
walked
two.
I
On
Fourth
an
avenue
to
Thirty-first
may only white wines, Madeira,
tip
after reading the presi- lapses.
haps
average
was stated at the time he took out
champagne
were
instructions
the
stated
of
court
t?;er
street and across to the Mar- dent's declaration and speculating on
drink one glass of champagne a or
- his
very occasionally a glass of sherry.
liquor license, swore that the set-abCecil Boucher Is the eon of Mr. to have been somewhat more favormonth."
At home I often at dinner will dnnk quis hotel, where I had tea with Mrs. its probable effect.
! tlement contained
to
to
the
than
defendant
pros-the
the required numRoosevelt. On Tuesday I left ai 5! Senator Simmons, chairman of the and Mrs. C. D. Boucher of this city.
"There was a fine mint bed at the a wine
glass or two wine glasses of o'clock
ber
eration.
is
will
the
inhabitants.
believed
of
It
defense
The case will be
1
and took the 5:30 train at tne finance committee, reiterated today He is in his junior year at the IlliWhite House and
may have drunk Madiera. In summer, instead of Mahave difficulty in presenting a valid heard on June 5.
It is understood
half a dozen mint juleps there in a diera, I will often drink a tall
Pennsylvania depot for Oyster Bay. his statement that the lobbyists were nois State university.
glass On neither
reason for the granting of a new trial, that Martinez will make a strenuous
day did I touch a drop of not getting very far, adding that nevyear.".
of wine and Poland water or 'Poly'
The Fox Case
effort to prove that his saloon i3 locat- at
"On the African trip the expedition water.
any time. When in town er in his legislative experience had
At pubjie dinners I some- anything
After hearing the argument of Attor-lelegally, and thus save hi3" license,
I usually, but not always, lunch with he ever seen so determined and so extook along a case of champagne, a times drink' a
of champagne, or
glass
T.
a
Albert
for
This
afternoon the court heard the
J.,
Rogers,
change
brun-dBorne members of the Outlook staff, tensive a lobby. The expenses of the
jney
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
SETY.
case of whisky and a bottle of
perhaps two. I think that on the avor veuuu in uie criminal nuei casa application ior rinai naturalization, or.
The brandy was for me, because erage this means that 1 will drink and during the three years I don't re- wool and sugar lobbyists in Wash4- against M. L. Fox, editorial writer fjrjNajeed Maloof and, Joseph, Fram, colli
:
call an instance where 1 ever drank ington, alone, to say nothing of the
I do not drink whisky. In the 11 champagne about once a mouth."
the Albuquerque Journal, which was subjects of Turkey. The men took out
27.
adminFinSenate:
doctor
months of the trip the
Washington, May
anything except either milk, tea or expenses of literature circulated and
"Mint juleps I very rarely drink. In coffee.
On those two days I never advertising, amounts to thousands of ance
istered just seven ounces of it to me
continued hear- resisted by District Attorney Charles their first naturalization papers sever-W- .
the White. House we had a mint bed
G. Ward, Judge David J. Leahy a) years ago.
Their witnesses wei o
went up Fifth avenue nor above
for medical purposes. I never touched
ings on tariff bill schedules; heardollars a day.
and I should think that on the aver- ond
afternoon
the
overruled
close
Romero
yesterday
and Manuel A. San- street.
it except on his advice. The chamings
a
tonight.
More than
hundred representaage I may have drunk half a dozen
House: Leader Underwood obtained tion and set the rase for trial on Sat- - chez.
"I have not been in the Waldorf tives of varied industries were clampagne was used for three of our para year. Since I left the
mint
unless at a public dinner for certain- - oring early today at the doors of the unanimous consent to increase Indian urday morning of this week.
ty who were ill of dysentery, and for Whitejuleps
House
four ye;irs ago, to the
In his efforts to secure a change of
TWO ENGINEERS
some sick strangers whom we met."
KILLED.
ly three years and I was not in the senate finance
rooms affairs, irrigation and public buildbest of my memory, I have drunk Waldorf on
venue
"On speaking tours, by direction of
committees
a
new
and create
Brant, Mo., May 27. Two enginAttorney Rogers endeavored to
either of those two days, to be heard before the hearings close ings
mint juleps twice, on one occasion at On
committee on expenditures in labor prove that there i3 prejudice against eers were killed and several other
neither of those two days did 1 at 5 o'clock this afternoon.
Surgeon General Rixey, I sometimes
the Albuquerque Journal in San Miguel persons, inr,uding a number of pastook a goblet or two or milk before the Country club at St. Louis, where go into or come out of any building
- department
of
Senator
Iowa,
repubiiKenyon
I drank part of a glass of mint juiep,
Colonel R. E. Twitchelf and sengers, were injured in a head-cin
Forty-seconin
Borland
discussed
and
a
county.
was
each
street
there
Representative
retiring,
and on neither can, was an early caller at the White
and on another
occasion at ft big of those two
Governor E. C. DeBaca ap- collision between passenger trains
Lieutenant
measured teaspoonful of brandy."
slums.
Washington's
did
ThirI
above
to
President
House
days
commend
go
today
No. 11, westbound, and No. 12,
"Since leaving the White Houbc I luncheon given me at Little Rock,
or Thirty-seconRepresentative Sims introduced a peared as witnesses for the defense.
on Wilson for his stand against lobbystreets
on the Missouri Pacific railbill to abolish the commerce court.
think I have tasted mint juleps twice-par- Ark., where they passed around the Fifth avenue.
The grand jury yesterday afternoon
Between 4 and 6 ists.
of a glass at St. Louis and a table a lovingcup with the mint juiep o'clock the avenue is densely crowdassoRepresentative Tavenner introduc- returned an Indictment charging Dan- way near here early today.
Bankers
The
Investment
Cash
in it, and I drank when the cup was ed.
sip from a loving cup at Little Rock,
ciation, of New York, through its ed a resolution to Investigate activi- iel A. McPherson, president of the
I t J
passed to me..
Ark."
BIG WRESTLING
Journal Publishing company, and Mr,
BOUT.
"For the last 15 years I can give counsel, Robert R. Reed, filed pro- ties Of tariff lobbyists.
"The only other occasions on which you in detail
When Colonel Rioeevelt remarked
to
Los
27.-D.ii.
until
Agreed
Thursday. Fa:; with criminal libel. The charge
adjourn
Angeles, Calif., May
just about what I have tests today against the $4,000 exempthat he might have drunk a half ooz-e- n I have drunk whisky have been when drunk and I have given it substan- tion clause of the income tax. The
is the publication last November of an McLeod, light heavyweight wromllne-champion- ,
mint juleps in a year at the it had been prescribed by the doctor. tially above, and neither during those association urged the exemptions he
ALL PLEAD GUILTY.
and Tony Aja'x, boih ,f tins
article alleged to have libelled Apolcnio
White House, a titter went around During the last 14 years I don't be- 15 years or since I have been of are, made on Incomes under $1,000 with
A. Sena, a resident of this county. city, will meet here tonight 1n a
Rochester, N. Y., May 27. The
the room when Attorney Pound, on lieve I have drunk whisky straight or have I ever under any circumstances $500 additional for each
In the case of the govern- This la the same charge upon which
bunt Mcl.wl i: h
person dedirect examination, asked if he drank with water more than half a dozen been in even the smallest
degree un- - pendent on the $1,000 income, no su- ment against the "coaster brake McPherson and Fox were indicted Inrrf veteran of the mat. white Aiax wis!them a'll at one time or more than times.
in
federal
k.
attracted
with
all
identic,-trust"
the!
Inand
recently
by
pleaded guilty
fall,
practically
pertax to bo assessed except on
one at a' time. To the best of the
court here today.
"The routine at the White Hoube
charge upon which Fox separately waj sationa'i
(Continued on Page Four)
comes of over $20,000.
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TWO

of old orders, new business is of
slightly diminished volume, and In
some cases prices have receded. Tne
steel industry, however, is not likely
to be materially afrected by the new
A GOOD
schedules, and such recession as has
taken place must be attributed chiefly
to reaction in the real estate field
and a decline in the erection of large
buildings; also to the difficulties
which the railroads are having in finMONEY CONDITION IS ancing contemplated
THOUGH
improvements. ANNUAL COMENCEMENT FOR NORThe crop outlook continues most en
MAL STUDENTS WHO FINISH
BAD, COUNTRY IS IMPROVING
IN OTHER LINES.
PRELIMINARY COURSE
couraging, and in no part of the coun
try is there any serious impairment
New York, May 27. The security of the outlook compared with a year
The commencement exercises of the
market has remained depressed by ago. Should the country again suc eighth grade of the New Mexico Nor
purely financial considerations, chief ceed In producing eight or nine bil- mal University were held last evening
of which "are the outpouring of now lions of new wealth out of the soli at the auditorium of the school. The
securities and high interest rates. this will go a long way towards lift program was heard by the parents of
Within the last few days over
ing the country out of its present the graduates and many friends. The
of new offerings have been slough of despond. New York is still program was worthy of approval. The
the most pessimistic spot in the Unit two-ac- t
made in New York and over $150,000,-OO-playlet presented by the class
Of new offerings in Loudon; not ed States, which condition Is due to was excellent.
The students, in spite
to speak of correspondingly heavy is- the fact that a financial center is al of the fact that it was their first ex
sues in Paris. These included
ways the first to feel any symptoms perience in dramatics, did wonderfully
of VA per cent New York of disorder. The domestic credit
well. The comedy was thoroughly en
Is still much overexpanded,
city bonds marketed here and
joyed
by all present.
of Chinese bonds which were and' our banks are wisely pursuing a
The solos that were given by various
There have been policy of gradual but persistent re members
Bold in London.
of the class also were enjoy
numerous failures of municipal bond trenchment. It is to be hoped that a ed.
the evening Secretary of
During
sales outside of New York during new banking and currency bll'i will State Antonio
Lucero, who was a guest
a
be passed during the present session of honor at
April and May, which show that
the
exercises, gave a short
check must be imposed upon the ex- of congress In order to enable the talk
which
in
he
praised the president
travagance of our great cities. New country to properly meet the inevit- of the New Mexico Normal University.
criticism
of
means
free
no
able strain of crop moving next fall. Dr.
York is by
III
Frank H. H. Roberts, Mr. Lucero
on this point, and while the credit The administration
appears to be
one
of the greatest western
stated, is
If
of the city is beyond question and the working upon a bill, which so far as
educators and is doing a great work
is
even
it
in
not
is
is
well
sound
and
known
sight,
adapted here.
danger point
evident that the capacity for the ab- to our national requirements. Thus
The welcome adress was delivered
sorption of new issues has about far there has been little opposition
Miss Olive Anderson. The program
by
reached its limit. Such conditions to this project, and if the administra
was excellent, and the students showed
call for continued caution. Tney tion succeeds in enacting a reason
that they had benefitted greatly by
show a tremendous pressure for new able tariff bill and a satisfactory curtheir
eight years of schooling in the
capital, which unfortunately is only rency bill, it will have accomplished
Normal.
The guests of honor were: Monday.
rates.
It
exorbitant
two
to
at
to bo obtained
its
very important measures
Antonio Lucero, Secretary of State,
Jury in Federal Court Discharged
may be that the rise in the latter is credit.
The jury in the federal court was
H.
Phil
comY.
M.
C.
Secretary
in
A.,
Lenoir,
Onr foreign trade is showing some
partly due to the general rise
modities or the increased cost of liv- very satisfactory results. In April R. J. Taupert, mayor of the City of Las discharged last Saturday afternoon.
Judge Pope thanked them for the efVegas.
ing, and partly due to the prevailing our exports aggregated nearly $200
ficient manner in which they had conThose
who
these
received
were:
for
diplomas
uneasiness. But, allowing
000,000 and our imports $144,000,000,
Wilma Anderson, Olive Anderson, sidered cases that were brought befactors, high money is chiefly due to an excessof exports amounting to
' ,
the approaching exhaustion o the about 155,000,000, against $16,000,000 Mary Breen, Ruth Brown, Myrle Lewis fore them.
Damages of $5,000 Awarded
supply of capital, and it is evident a year ago. For the ten months of Rosario Lucero, Agnes Lopez, Presen- The case of Burley Roe against tin
that we are in for a period ot high the fiscal year the excess of exports tacion Mortiinore, Florence Baker, Eth
interest rates. It is true that capital has been $562,000,000, against $524,- el DeGraftenreid, Helen Elliott, Jul Santa Fe railroad for damages, which
was tried in the federal court last
Is still to be had when the rate Is ex-- 000,000 one year ago.
This liberal ian Graubarth, Mercedes Hays, Garner
n
warn-ia
is
.
Florence
alone
i ive, but that fact
Kier, Alicia Lujan, La week, resulted in a verdict for the
and larger excess of exports places Hess,
Now that the- market us in an exceedingly strong position veta O'Brien, Nellie Parnell, Arthur plaintiff of $5,000. Roe sued for ?J5,-00- 0
; in Itself.
on account or injuries received to
has been fairly tested by the city as regards our
foreign trade, and Rogers, Carlos Speiss, Paul Marselle,
bond issue. It may be that further will go far toward payment for the Christine Mair, Clara Moen, Oscar his eyes from the explosion of a water
glass, in the engine on which he was
applications will soon be forthcom- securities which we were obliged to Moen and Fred Henry Kronenberg.
in
the
firing. H. B. Jamison of Albuquerque,
European take as a result of the' European
ing, particularly
conducted the case for the plaintiff.
n:..rkets where there has been a par- selling caused by the Balkan war.
There were several expert oculists
ti:!: revival Of confidence since the Our exports in April were $20,000,000
called to testify in the case who came
clone of the Balkan war. The Euro larger than a year ago, when the to
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
here from Los Angeles. Chief Sur
pean banks are gradually strengthental was $199,800,000, or the largest lor
geon Morison of the coast division of
ing themselves and this, too, tends April on record. Our importations in
the Santa Fe was also a witness.
to relieve the tremendous strain upon April were $114,000,000, or $18,000,000
Santa Fe, N. M., May 27. An amend
credit Imposed by unusual industrial less than a year ago, foreign pur
least
at
ment
war
cost
a
that
has been filed with the state cor
and
chases having
been materiality
activity
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
id. re than ?50,000,000.
changing the collar and harness galls heal up
checked by fears of tariff revision poration commission
Outside pf monetary conditions the When the new schedules are enforced name of the Citizens' Bank of Des
quickly when BALLARD'S SNOW
situation shows some improvement. there will doubtless be a rush of im Moines, New Mexico, to the First State LINIMENT is
applied. It is both neaL
The slowing 'down of business tnus ports. At the same time it is quite Bank of Des Moines, New Mexico.
and antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c
Ing
far, while general, has been of mod- possible that our exports of manu
Many Arrests by Mounted Police
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
erate proportions. It is unquestion- factures will also largely increase,
Charles Lambert, mounted police Drug Oo.
ably partly due to uncertainties con- partly as the result of lower prices
man, made several arrests last week
nected with the tariff, and when this which may tend to restrain imports, He took Elisario Baldonado, of Colfax
A man living at Auburn, New York,
problem is settled there will be a con- It is not probable that changes in the county, into
on several had a severe attack of
custody,
kidney and
siderable gap In the merchandise tariff will induce any violent read- charges. First lie was charged with bladder trouble.
Being a working
movement remaining to be filled. As justment, and it would cause no sur carying concealed weapons and the
man, not wanting to lose time, he
a matter of fact, the industries likely prise if the result was a large ex- larceny of personal property. He was cured himself
completely by using
to be injured by the tariff are not lni. pansion in our foreign commerce.
sentenced to serve eight months in the Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
total
with
the
pro
portant compared
As to the outlook for tue maritet, county jail. Juan Espanosa was also says: "It is a pleasure to report that
duct of the country; and the eftect ' we advise continued .caution. The arrested in that county charged with the cure was
permanent." His name
of tariff legislation has undoubtedly chief drawbacks are a strained credit
concubinage, and committed to 30 days is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Senaefor and
been overestimated. It is now thor- situation at home and
abroad, high in jail. Juan Garcia and Ada Rockwell Red Cross Drug Store.
oughly understood that the extreme rates of Interest,
symptoms of a of Cimaron, in the same county, are
features of the bill,' or those which more
general trade reaction and a also held on similar charges as those Most prompt and Effectual Cure for
were really injurious, win be moderBad Colds.
general
weakening of confidence. The made against Juan Espanosa, and Offi
ated so that the harm from tariff re- offsets to
When you ha e a bald coid you
this, which should receive cer Lambert expects to gather in about
want a remedy that will not only give
vision will be reduced to a minimum. their full
value, are that the crop out- 20 others wanted on the same charge relief, but
effect a prompt and perIn the textile trades values of both look is
New Mercantile Firm
fine; that business generally
manent cure, a remedy that is pleascotton and woolen goods have been is in a sound
The Penasco Valley Mercantile com- ant to take, a remedy that contains
position; that liquidagradually declining for some time tion has strengthened the general sit- pany located in Hope,
Chamberlain's
injurious.
Eddy county, nothing
past, having in fact practically adjust- uation; that many securities are sell- has filed articles of
with Cough Remedy meets all these reincorporation
ed themselves to the new tariff level.
ing at very attractive investment the corporation commission. The new quirements. It acts on aature's plan,
relieves the lungs, aids czpeetoratira,
In the iron and steel business, while
prices; that lower prices are dis- company has been capitalized for $50,- opens the secretions
and restores th'
our mills are still active in the filling
counting further reaction, and that 000 at $100 per share, and R. J. T. system to a healthy condition. This
overpessimism is certainly being
Elms is named as agent. The follow- remedy has a world wide sale and
done. A little more courage and pa- ing are the stockholders and directors use, and can always be depended
If
tience will undoubtedly improve the 01 the company, with the amounts of upon, sold by all dealers.
general situation. The United States stock subscribed by each: R. T. J.
Foley Kidney Pills repay your con
Expectant
ought to lead in this respect, but just Elms, $2,500; Tom Larremore, $2,000 fidence in their
herling and curative
at present we appear to be lagging H. M. Gage, $1,000; D..L. Elms, $2,500
V cmcn ot Experience Advise the Use
qualities. Any kidney or bladder dis
behind
where
recuperation J. E'. Elms, $2,500; total $20,000.
Europe,
of Mother' Friend.
ease not beyond the reach pf mediafter the war is already making itCounty Institutes
There in a certain degree ot trepidation In
cine will yield to their use. Mrs. Corthe hidK of most women in regard to thu self felt. This market is really enouperinienaent or ruDUc instruction delia oopeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I
eubjeet ot motherhood. The longing to titled to a moderate
recovery.
Alvan N. White left yesterday to at had kidney and bladder trouble for
HENRY
tend tne county institute of Calfcu over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
"
- -- '
county, held this week at Raton, whicn Kidney Pills cured me." It is the
ODD FELLOWS IN SAVANNAH.
is being conducted by Superintondaai same story from every one who uses
Savannah, Ga., May 27 Three days T. W. Conway. Miss Mannetie Myers, them. All say, "they cured me," O.
of interest to members of the Odd director of industrial education, who "t. Snhaefer and Red Cross Drua
-Fellows fraternity were ushered in left, for Raton last weekj will also oe Store.
possess !s often contrad.let.ed by the inherhere today with the opening of the piesent.
ent lear of a period ot distress.
liut there need be no such dreud In view annual session of the Georgia grand
Four counties will hold joint msti
HOW'S THIS7
ot the fact that we have a most noble
We offer One Hundred Dollars Relodge. The state meeting of the
tutes at saver t'lty this ween iieing
remedy in what Is known as Mother's
ward for anv case of Catarrh that
Friend.
This Is an external aimllcatlon
S ira and Ot
the women's auxiliary of the those of Grant l.u-ithat lias a wonderful Inliuenee and control
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
over the muscular tissues ot the abdomen. Odd Fellows, will be held during the
counties, wiiich will be in session two Cure.
Hy its daily use the muscles, cords, tendinis
An elaborate program of en- weeks. T':-- sunnier "ession of the
aim ianients all gently expand without week.
F. J. CHENEY & uO.,
the Lightest strain ; there Is no pflin, no
tertainment has been prepared for State Normal school w:?l also 59 held
Toledo, Ohio.
ltuusea. no nervousness : what was dreaded
the undersigned, have known
as a severe physical ordeal becomes a calm, the visitors.
there and wll be in soss'tri some eight F. We,
serene. joyful anticipation that has Its ImJ. Cheney for the last 15 years,
press such as our foremost teachers of
weeks.
and believe him perfectly honorable
t'.iiKenlcs are striving to drill Into the
Seven tenchora from San J.iun pass- In all business transactions and finanBunds of the present generation.
IOW A STATE SHOOTING TOURNEY
In almost every community there are
ed through here the past, week on ihe,r cially able to carry put any obligawomen who have used Mother's Friend, and
a
Fort
27.
Half
Dodge, la., May
tions made by his wm.
they are the ones that recovered quickly,
to atteiii thus? institutes! and the NATIONAL
conserved their health and strength to thna hundred crack shots of national repu- way
BANK OF COMMERCE,
preside over fa mi lies destined by every rule tation faced
Fiio.-rToledo, Ohio.
the traps here today at summer :iotmai. They
of physiology and the history of successHall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter-Irrendent 'Karl Doughs. ..f Aziec,
ful men and women to repeat the story of the
g
state
of
the
annual
opening
pretiter achleremeTit.
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Mother's Friend Is prepared after the
tournament of the Iowa Miss Ruth Ja?k!o:i, Earl .IackF',n, Miss and mucous
surfaces of the system.
formula of a noted family doctor hv the
JiradfMd tteu'iilutor Co., lli8 Lnmar Bldg., Sportsmen's association. The tourna- Susetta Poung, Miss Bess Martin, Miss Testlmonplals sent
free. Price 76
:
Atlnnta, (',,
U,- .,.,.f
4iV 'COiU
,nin cents per bottle. Sold' by all Drug",.;
i
Write
tor their instructive hook ? ment program this year covers three
ftneetant met hers. Yon will find Mother'
institutes gists.
days. The dally card calls for ten(i Most of the county
Friend on sale ty all drug store at
Take Hall's Fami'iy PiH" tor
events of fifteen targets each.
throughout the state will owen next1
i bottle.
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White Dresses

PROGRAM

A RE the most practical and popular garments for this season of the year if
you have not yet purchased one or more of these dainty creations, you should
do so now you'll want it for Decoration Day.

.

ah

Jyfv

The styles this senon are unusually pretty and desirable and our stock
cludes an excellent variety of the seasons best productions.

03. GO to $25. GO
Dainty Lingerie Waists
We are showing an unusually large variety of exceptionally dainty lingerie waists made from
the seasons most approved style

0

good materials, neatly and tastefully trimmed and including all
models, all sizes from 34 to 42,

$1.25 Eaeh
Also a beautiful line of sheer, dainty waists in a good variety of styles, high or low neck, long

or short sleeves, for only

ct

-

.'

$1.75

;

,

WHITE SHOES are needed to complete the spring costume of white.

best models of the season in both high and low shoes in Canvas and Nubuck,

FAST COLOR FLAGS,

ImM''

lc

TO

the

$2.80 to $6.00

$2.50 EACH

tts&nwaj&L f6 Son

J
Established

Health a Factor In Success,
The largest factor contributing to
a man's success is undoubtedly Lealth.
It has been observed that a man Is
seldom sick when his bowels are regularhe is never well when they are
constipated. For constipation you
will find nothing quit so good as
not
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
only move

ALL SIZES,

We are showing

aa Vea'Lewlins Store

Wwmkffii

r

in-

'

the

bowels

but

South Side Plfl3a

1862

E.

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds, Vice President.
Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier

B.

S. B.

improve

the appetite and strengthen the digestion.
They are sold by all dealers.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

A slight cold in a child or a grown
person holds possibilities of a grave
nature. Croup may come on suddenly, bronchitis or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption are possible results.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
nips a cold at the outset, cures croup
quickly, checks a deepseated cough,
and heals inflamed membrancta.
O. G. Schaefer, Red CroBS Drug Store.

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had a attack of rheumatism
In his arm,"

a.

fMerest Palslon Time Deposits

writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and' on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Sold by all dealers.

$150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue.
$600 will buy 3 good building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a good corner.
$1300 will buy nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well

In the whole riuio of medicine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the flesh more
SNOW
quickly than BALLARD'S
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, Its
healing and penetrating power is extraordinary. Price 25c, 50c and ?1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

on Eighth street.
$1600 will buy modern frame house

rooms,

5

2

street.

improved

lots on Jackson

$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all
improvements, Including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house,
everything
3 lots, best location on hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU

THE INVESTMENT
603 Lincoln Ave.

The Man Who Put the
E E s la F E E T

&

AGENCY CORPORATION

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.

Look for This Trade.Marfc Pic.
ture on the Isabel when buying

ALIEN'S

F00TEASE

The Antisenrin Pnwrt- - f.. iv...
der, Achins Feet. Sold everywhere, 25c. Sample FRKR. ArMresi
ALLEN S. OLMSTKI), Le Roy. N. Y. '
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CAPITAL STOCK
Office
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$30,000 00

With the San Mijjuel National Bank

Wm. G. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY
D.

T. HOSKINS

Vice
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INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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FREE

cotton la that three big crop years
come consecutively. On the
other hand boll weevil conditions
caused very early planting over a
larger 'acreage than ever before has
been set out in the king ot staples.
In the eastern belt there his been
too little rain and west of the Mississippi it has been too cold. Large
areas have had to be replanted and
there has been a shortage of good
seed. But even under these adverse
conditions there wre plenty of author
ities who confidently predict a lb,-- 1
000,000 bale crop.
Nbw that warmer weather has Bet
in, there is reason to tninK mat me
slowness in early germination will be
more than overcome. The danger of
floods from the Mississippi is past
and there will be at least suu.uuu
bales raised on land that was under
water at planting time last year.
Now that the crop is getting well
started the chances seem to favor it,
as the plants have been inured to
the changeable climate of the cotton
belt through generations. But regardless of the strength of the plant tbe
arch enemy, the boll weevil, has to
be considered, and as to his ravages
no one can predict with any degree
of certainty.

MICE

If

seldom

TO SICK WOMEN
Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense
Suggestions.

MRS. LARAMORE

PERL PA8SED

TELLS

giant,

TROUBLES

WELCOME IS

Has Begun to
Lady ia Goodwater Describes Her
Demobilize Her Army.
'
Distressing Experience md

Austria-Hungar-

mm

Danger of Conflict With Russia la
Eliminated for the Present Standing Army Has Incurred Heavy
Expense to Government.

How

She

PLANNED

Was

Finally Relieved.
IMMENSE

CROWD OF NEW YORK
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Give a Mild Laxative Occasionally to
Injure Regular Bowel
Action'

y

Tells

-

mm

(

As a child grows older it requires
more and more personal attention
trom the mother, and as the functions
of the bowels are of the utmost importance to health great attention should
he paid to them.

Ooodwater, Mo.' Ever since I was
ERS WILL VIEW ARRIVAL OF
little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
THE IMPERATOR
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
promptly with the
Vienna. As a tangible proof of the
I suffered misery after eating, and had
woman's private
New York, May 27. Now that the
Diet is of great Importance, and the
fact that all danger of a war between terrible heartburn.
...
decorrespondence
I
ar
Austria-Hungarset
the
for
been
and Russia Is past,
has
date
should watch the effect of cermother
positively
1
to
1 thought
had
as
suffer
this
of
the
way
partment
will mention that during the last
1
Medbut when I began to take rival here of the giant steamship Im- tain foods. A food will constipate one
have reached me direct long as lived,
reports
icine Co., Lynn,
in small perator, on the eighteenth of June, all and not another, and so we have a
from Galicla that demobilization has Thedford's
Mass.
Your letter
the
heartburn
was all New York is busy polishing up opera healthy food like eggs causing biliousalready begun on the Austrian side, doses, every night,
will be opened, read
MELVIN BABLER
and that several trainloads of dis- gone in a few days, and I could eat glasses, telescopes and field glasses ness to thousands, and a wholesome
and answered by a
for the first peep at the mightiest ves fruit like bananas constipating many. Wis., writes that her little sou, Melvia
reservists have arrived in without distress.
charged
1YOJA E PINKHAl
held
woman and
in
I took two small packages in all, and sel afloat. Probably the greatest crowd It is also to 'be considered that the Babler was
Lemberg from the frontier districts.
constipated most of the
strict confidence, A woman can freely
Such incidents, palpable as they are, although that was some time ago, the that has
the Battery and the child is growing, and great changes time until she gave him Dr. Caldwell's
packed
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
speak a language which none can fail dyspepsia has not returned.
river front since the return of Admiral are taking place in the young man or Syrup pepsin. Sine using this remedy
thus has been established a confidential
to understand, saye a correspondent.
I speak a good word for Thedford's
over
extended
which
has
victorious fleet will greet the young woman. The system has not he has never been constipated.
correspondence
Dewey's
that
to
I can personally testify
this;
whenever I have the op leviathan. The
many years and which has never been
In their
Imperator will leave yet. settled itself to its later routine.
The use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
the
people,
broken. Never have they published a
on her maiden trip on June
long portunity."
deeply
overwhelming
majority,
Hamburg
at this Pepsin will teach you to avoid catU
A very
valuable
remedy
causes
testimonial or used a letter without the
If
we
distress,
urge you 11, and doubtless there will be some
eating
of
for peace and the
written consent of the writer, and never
stage, and one which every growing artics, salts and pills as they are too
It
east- to try Thedford's
relations
their
with
normal
huge
crowd to welcome her on
confthe
among
has the Company allowed these
to
stomach
the
the
boy and girl should be given often or harsh for the majority an dtheir effect,
cleanses
are
system, helps
ern neighbor. Excepted from this
saw the Great
idential letters to get out of their posabove all, digest its food, regulates the bowels, and her arrival here who
made
circles
small
occasionally according to. the individ- is only temporary. Syrup Pepsin,
up,
only
session, as the hundreds of thousands
Eastern on her arrival here more than ual circumstances, is Dr. Caldwell's brings permanent results, and it can ba
a sprinkling of men stimulates the liver.
with
of
the
army,
of them in their files will attest
It acts gently and is without bad after half a century ago. The giant piers Syrup Pepsin This is a laxative and conveniently obtained of any nearby
holding office at court. One of these
Out of the vast volume of experience
said to me the other day: "I think it effects. Try it. Price 25c.
necessary for the docking ot this mon- tonic combined, so mild tht it Is given druggist at fifty cents and one doilar- which they have to draw from, it is more
to
us
better
for
been
have
ligbt
would
ster vessel over which there has been to little babies, and yet equally effect- a bottle. Results are always guaranOFF.
IMPERATOR SAILING PUT
than possible that they possess the very
Russia.' Our army and the German
27.
so much discussion will be completed ive in the most robust constitution. At teed or money will be refunded.
The
HamburgMay
Berlin,
knowledge needed in your case. Nothare in better trim and fighting
FIVE DIVIDE PRIZE.
will maKe army
liner
and will themselves come in for much the first sign of a tendency to constiAmerican
If no member of your family has
Imperator
in
asked
return
is
good
be
your
ever
except
ing
again,
humor than they may
though it will be the Imperattention,
ever
used Syrup Pepsin and you would
will, and their advice has helped thou- her first trip from Hamburg on June and together we could have made an "Do
dose
of
a
Pepsmall
Syrup
give
pation
It Electrically." California Meets
sands. Surely any woman, rich or poor, 11 instead of tomorrow, as originally end of all danger for the future. Gerator that all New York Is planning to sin at night on retiring, and prompt like to make a personal trial of it
Massachusetts in Electrical Soshould be glad to take advantage of this scheduled. The change in the plan many could have' taken Champaigne
turn out to see. This vessel, which Is action will follow in the morning. It
buying it. in the regular way of a
generous offer of assistance. Address of the line has been made to give from France and so crippled her he
ciety's Slogan Contest.
the largest in the world and which will not only acts on the stomach and druggist, send your address a postal
Medicine
Pinkham
E.
(con
Co.,
for all time."
Lydia
more time for getting everything, m reditary enemy
the population of a
bowels but its tonic properties build vill do to W. B. Caldwell, 417 Washfidential) Lynn, Mass.
"Do it electrically" is the slogan carry
Such expressions, however, are few
some
minor
and'
919 feet, or nearly a fifth of a
for repairing
is
town,
Bhape
come
from
d
ar
and
far
they
between,
up and strengthen the system general- ington St., Monticello, III, and a free
chosen by the Society for Electrical
Every woman ought to liave damage to machinery resulting from
is
Irresponsible hotspurs. The Austrian Development, Inc., to be used on al mile, in length. Incidentally she
Lvdia E. Pinkham's
ly. Mrs. Henry Babler, Van Dyne, sample bottle will be mailed you.
months over
to be built with a length
the
first
ship
Text Book. It is not a book for the trial trip. Under the new sched- press has lamented for
and it
and financial losses its literature and advertising,
on May 30, 1883. There was a throng
of more than 900 feet. Could she be sorts were
general distribution, as it is too ule the vessel should arrive in New the hardships
reported, or about 83 a day.
will also be used, in a similar man
of
this
army
about
huge
by
brought
Woolworth
the
on
end
beside
on
the promenade leading up from the
stood
expensive. It is free and only York on June 18.
was
The total value of property lost
In readiness at her fron- ner by electrical companies all over
obtainable by mail. Write for
in the
The Imperator is the biggest Bteam-ehi- 1,300,000 kept
the
tallest
entrance up to the tower
Manhattan
skyscraper
recoverBuilding,
the
which
of
$3,313,216
police
the United States who are members
it today.
floating tiers.
afloat, an
world, she would tower above it by ed more than half, or $1,805,500 worth. on the Manhattan side of the rise.
As soon as things quiet down once of the society.
150 feet. Her beam of 98 feet is equal
was a
palace, 910 feet long, with engines of more there also comes the question of
Altogether the business of thieving Near the anchorage for cables
The slogan contest spread all over
HOSTS OF GRAY IN REUNION
to the width of the city's widest boul
80,000 horsepower. Her displacement Davins the piper. This monarchy has
was done away
which
of
one
steps
is
flight
to
these
ofwas
figures,
the country. iA cash prize
here, according
May 27
Chattanooga, Tenn.,
is 50,000 tons, and she can accommo- Incurred, in indulging In the luxury 06
In addition she will tower as of
with years ago. A woman coming tofered for the best slogan to show the evards.
very small returns.
Scenes of, unbounded enthusiasm at date 5,000 passengers.
getting and keeping ready for war
a seven story
water
as
the
above
ward the Manhattan side stumbled
high
DeChicken Off the Bill of Fare.
with Russia, extra expenses, outside oi aim of the Society for Electrical
tended the formal opening of ,the
deck being 80
her
screamed as she reached the
promenade
building,
and
authorized
ot
i.
on
those
use
reto
strikes
of
e.,
One
the
ones,
the strangest
her regular
popularize
velopment
annual reunion of the
twenty-thirSallow complexion Is due to a torfeet above the sea, while the mast
to over
The crowd pressed forward,
steps.
her
amounting
answers
five
of
parliaments,
has
strike
Out
by
chicken
2,675
brought
corda
in
electricity.
th's pid liver. HERBINE purifies ana
United Confederate Veterans
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SIIOCIvEIHlli: PUBLIC
The Las Vegas Democrat declares
it is shocked to learn that the sheriff's office has an unholy influence
over the San Miguel county court and
grand jury. If such were the case,
the Democrat would have ample reason to be shocked.
However, our
contemporary's statement shocked no
body but the public, which was surprised at the remarkable Ignorance
displayed. The sheriff does not come
Into contact with the grand Jury, unless he la called before it as a witness.
As for political influence, there has
not been a grand jury in San Miguel
county In years that has not been
composed of men of all political
faiths. Like the good " citizens they
are, and true to the solemn oaths
they have taken, the grand jurors of
San Miguel county have a'iway3 discharged their duties honestly and
well.
San Miguel county's judges,
too, have always been above reproach.
The Democrat Is wrong In' its assertion that politics has played a part
In the judicial affairs of the county,
and the records will show it. '
o

PATTON TURNS CATHOLIC.
New York, May 27. Members of
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The court:
ex- ception.'
Roostvelt: "I continued to keep
wino, aa I fem d that my predecessor
had done.

"Oil v,.u drink wb.sky or ha.you druii!: wlr'sky on ymir trips?"
A. "No, except as i 1 ae describ3,
.
a teaspoout'il of brandy i:i a gla;s ot
-

Q.

SMOKES
(Continued

(.

"Now

wliijfy t;
der the Influence of liquor.
trips?"
last
the
within
"I don't remember
A. "I did not."
dozen years drinking even a part of
Q. "Do you know Mr. Wallace of Deonce.
That
a glass of beer except
troit?"
was at the Deutscher club. WhenA. "Yes."
ever I go to Milwaukee I try to go
"What Is his business?'
Q.
call.
a
club
for
to the Deutscher
"I dont know."
A.
"At their request, i think in 1303,
'Did he have anything to do
Q.
ofI drank a mouthful of beer. They
the
with
beginning of this suit, if you
if
I
me
asked
and
beer
they
fered
know?"
could not get me some white wme,
A. "That I cannot tell."
saying I never drank beer. r They
Q. "Don't you know who began this
asked me if 1 would lake a triouthfAU
suit?"
was
important
the
anyway, because they said It
A. "I was In the Mercy hospital at
beer that made Milwaukee famous. So
I took a mouthful and then took the time."
Q. "Did you know that Mr. Wallace
white wine. They then all sang song3,
but there was only one song in which haj charge of U and did you hnow
itbat he had 'iai-!.'- of employing coun
I could join.
"While I was governor and always rrK"
A. "That T dM not sav."
my habits in using wine and chamstated."
as
Q. "You had met Mr. Pound up to
been
have
precisely
pagne
of the colonel that time?"
A. "I may have met him."
only occupied 20 minutes. It was
Q. "But have you any memory of
conducted by Horace Andrews of th :
11?"
defense as follows:
"I don't remember whether I
A.
Q.. "You have never lived in the
met him or not."
state of Michigan."
A, "I have never lived in the state
Q. "Was Mr. Pound employed by
of Michigan.
you, that is employed by you personal
Q. "Outside of a flying trip made ly?"
A ' No, no v. as not einj leyert by
you
through the state of Michigan,
have never been In the state or Mich!-- me personally."
nan during the last 10 years?"
Q. "Do you know who paid for the
A. "I have never been in the state expense of taking testimony and all
of Michigan within the last eight or tifit?" Did you stand that ?xpens3
A. "Yes."
ten years excent upon the flying trips
1 made through the state."
Q. "And it has rot been borne by
Q. "So, I would be correct in say- any organization in the state of Mich
ing that you have not been within the igan?"
A. "It has not
state of Michigan within the last 15
Q. "Have you or any other person
years?"
A. "Yes sir."
had charge of it?"
'
.
A. "Mr. Pound has charge of it."
Q. "Your acquaintance is somewhat
Mr. Andrews: "I think that is all.'
limited in Michigan?"
examination
Mr. Pound on
A. "It is limited."
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"DO IT ELECTRICALLY

THE SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT, Inc., and the undersigned,
its local representative, desire to thank the many people who contributed suggestions for their interest in the contest.

"DO IT ELECTRICALLY"
"A Twitch of the Switch" and Electricity will serve you in a thousand ways.
Electricity makes your home brighter and more attractive.
Electricity does away with the housewife's drudgery.
Elecricihf is the most efficient form of power.
An Electric Sign is a business getter.

o
o
o
o

At your request our representative
write or phone for an appointment.

Th

L

will be pleased to consult with you.

Just

Q

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Ifcgaa Light and 'Power Go

"The Public is Entitled

to

Courteous Treatment and to Best Possible Service,"

OOOOOOOQOOOGOOOOOO
"It has put me right in the thick
1 have been fightof it," he said.
ing Tammany in New York for 30
years."

51,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

o

AT YOUR D00

"Did you ever see Mr. Roosevelt
drink mint Juleps?"
'
"I never did and I don't: believe
he does. I have seen him, drink champagne."
When Riis was excused court adjourned until 2 p. m.
:

The great calamity in uinaha was
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suffering and sickness from oclds and
exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 California St Omana, writes: "My
daughtr had a very severe cough and
cold hut Foley's Honey and Tar Compound knocked It out in no time."
O. G. Schaefer
Refuse substitutes.
and Red Cross Drug Store.
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The $100 prize for the most suitable trade-mar- k
design was awarded to
The
S.
New
York
City.;
Dodd,
Philip
prize winning design is reproduced herev ith:

1

'

v3

E. B. Featherstone, Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Jose, Cal.
K. Tornberg, 91 Hanover St., Lynn, Mass.
Max Lowenthal, New York.
C. B. Biggers, League of Jovian Interests, St. Louis, Mo.
J. A. Burk, United Electric Light & Power Company, New York.
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of nearly three thousand designs and slogans submitted by various contestants, that the prize of $100 for the best slogan to popularize electricity was
awarded to five contestants who submitted the same slogan:

id you can; a flask f
urdy with you on vour

the Princeton faculty were surprised
to learn yeHterday tha't Paul Patton,
Mr. George asked:
son of the Rev. Dr. Francis L. Patton,
Q. "Do
you know
over to the Roman Catholic Sutras?"
has
Q. "As I understand it, you have
gone
t
GOVERN-liBEST FOKM OF
no recollection of having seen Mr.
A. "I know Mr. Shiras."
church. Young Mr. Patton is now in
U.NT
this city on leave from his profes
Q. "Do you know Mr. Shiras is not a Pound in Michigan or Chicago, prior
to the beginning of this suit, which
1'iesiJeiit Lov , ell of Harvard uia- - sional work as an engineer for the resident of Marquette?"
A. "I have heard that he does not was some time in the month of Octo
ail; with declaring English, government In Bermuda, the
mat me Aineiicau problem, as 10 birthplace of his father, and always live here regularly."
oerr'
it Q. "Mr. Shiras really is not a resi- A. "I have no recollection.'
j,iluiar government, is to bring Uie considered as the family home, of
dent of this city?"
Q. "As a matter of fact you com
i mutiny ot democracy up to the was in Bermuda that the change
A. "I don't know."
municated with Mr. Pound by letter as
Manclaru oi governmental efficiency faith occurred.
Among the reports in Princeton
Q. "It was in Washington that you soon as you were sufficiently able to
.uiiameu under anarchy. This is
recent
Dr.
Patton's
was
that
a
do so?" (Objected to as leading, by
met
Mr. Shiras?"
that
yesterday
lroni
monarcny
far
saying
jiut
A. "Yes, when he was in congress." Mr. Andrews.)
is tne most etucient, and thereiore resignation as president of the theoform logical seminary had been due to the
from A. "I assume complete responsibilQ. "Since you came back
j resuinaii.y the most desirable, defer-,;.ae
son's conversion. Dr. Patton prompt- Africa you have been connected with ity. No organization has any respon
oL government.
With all due
to the distinguished educator ly set his denial on this report. Ha the Outlook at New York?"
sibility excepting myself. I have it
said failing eyesight was the true
-- md publicist, it may be respectfully
all."
A. "I have."
his resignation
"
"You have hired your attorQ.
jii ged that those countries which up- and only cause for
Q. "And connected some iu
AJioach. nearest to absolutism, which He declined to speak of the conver
neys and s od ail the expense in re
as the essential feature of monarcn-;ca- l sion further than to admit it was so.
gard to this case?"
A. "And in politics also."
forms of government, present Other members of the family said
(.Mr. Anderson objected to question
Q. "Now your acquaintance while
the sorriest examples of popular and Paul Patton became a Catholic one you were in the city of Washington as leading.)
The court: "It seems to me ques
efficient government in evidence to year ago.
and possibly at Albany, was with polit
When Dr. Patton resigned the sem- ical men?"
tion is leadiug."
day, says the Kansas City Journal. It
him an emeritus
This concluded the examination.
A. "Not many were political men.
aaay be still further urged that tne inary trustees voted
a
of
$3,000
year. He then A
Colonel lloosevelt was on the stand
.nominal monarchies of the present pension
were
of
writers
history
great many
an hour and 40 minutes. Henry
lime which can teach America auy- - said he expected to divide his remain- and naturalists."
BerIn
homo
old
the
life
between
ading
efficient
Rauthier,
city assessor of Ishpemmg,
valuable
m
in
friends
regarding
thing
.ny
Q. "You have
was the next witness.
He testified
ministration of its municipal, state muda and Princeton. The university
not?
have
you
iabors
of the althe
publication
concerning
itnd. national affairs are the constitu- town became the scene of his
A. "I have known almost every sen
leged libel.
tional monarchies, which are vastly in 1881, 16 years after his ordination ator."
Attorneys for Mr. Newett' said they
more constitutional that is to say, to the ministry, following groduatton
Q. "You know also a great many
there. He sucwould concede the publication of the
the
from
seminary
monarchical
than
a
and received
popular
great
atas president of congressmen
Russia, Spain, Portugal, Italy and ceeded Dr. McCosh
at the White article, but Colonel Roosevelt's
congressmen
many
thit
in
1888,
Insist
wouid
holding
upon
the
stated
torneys
university
they
as
out
tne
set
invited .you to their
iapan may be fairly
when he became House and they
proving it.
juost "absolute" of the existing mon- post for four years,
residences?"
addiof the seminary. In
Jacob A. Riis, the writer, called as
con
a
archies, yet most of them are syno- - president
A.
received
many
great
"I
two other son- she
has.
Paul
to
first- important witness for Col- the
tion
and
for
me
inefficiency,
bywords
iiyms
who gressmen, but they rarely Invited
Robert
H.,
and
L.
onel
Francis
,
au-Jr.,
Roosevelt, testified that he was
trait, corruption, degredatlon of
to their residences."
64
j
old and was born in Den-remain
Presbyterians,
years
Ehority, abuse of power, exploitation
Q. "Did I understand you to say
I
mark.
Riis said he became acquaint- o the people abrogation of popular
that you have never taken anything In ed
Colonel Roosevelt because
with
FRISCO IS BANKRUPT.
rights and every other abuse of those
the way of intoxicating liquors?"
of their mutual interest In the welour
which,
iualienable
i'
rights upon
A. "You did not so understand me;
St. Louis, May 27. Attorneys' for
fare of the poorer classes of New
'
yeat declaration and greater consti- . the St. Louis and San" Francisco rail- you .understood me to say that I did York.
Ger-and
tution are based. England
road were in consultation during the so only In small quantities."
"I made him my brother," said
many may be cited as the two great noon hour today preparatory to the
Q,; "The only spirituous or intoxi- Riis. "For
days and nights we walked
nations which can teach Americans filing of a petition for a receivership cating liquors you took in general
most that is worth learning in popu- in the federal district court at 2 p. would be a little brandy with milk?' the streets together, watching whether the police were on duty, and looklar government by which is not m. Judge Sanborn, pf the, Eighth' JuA., "A teaspoonful in a tumbler of ing Into the condition of those destne
meaut
government by
necessarily
dicial , circuit, came from .St. Paul milk,'
perate, tenement houses."
liroletariaL The Scaadj lavian mon- - Uifet morning id receive jtfibjfietiiion.
Q,.' "You have never, for 13 years,
The, same degree of, friendship con.
least
archies are also entitled to at
taken more thaii a dozen glasses of tlnued until after ColQne'i Roosevelt
i
".honorable mention.", Yet England
whisky?
i Hp
,f
j;i.UlUVUt
and Germany are the two monarchies
A, "I did not drink a dozen glasses
'
"During the 15 years you nave
whictf are the farthest removed frfm
of whisky in fifteen years."
known .Mr. Roosevelt did" you 'ever
absolutism. The English sovereign
Q. "You' never drank any whisky." see him under the Influence of liqof
Is the most distinctive figurehead
A. "I said that in the 15 years it uor?"
IMPORTANT
jail the occupants of the world's
would be probably not more than a
"Oh, Lord, no," replied Mr. Riis.
lord"
"war
thrones. The kaiser is a
dozen times that I have drunk
statement that he is a free
"The
a
certain
within
law
is
word
and his
user
of
does
liquor is a lie. I have seen
aimiled sphere, but that sphere
PRESIDENT WILSON NAMES LAS
Q. "Now the wines you drank are' this man under the. greatest stress
of
the
administration
not include the
VEGAS MAN ASSISTANT
n
and never have I seen him resort to
light wines?"
people's affairs as such. The
A. "Yes sir.'
SECRETARY.
liquor."
so
vigburghers resent nothing
"What do you mean by light
Q.
"Is he a blasphemous man?"
as
infringeso
or
effectively
orously
wine?"
"No; a gentleman."
President
27.
Washington, May
ment upon their rights as citizens,
A, "I mean white wines and somefollowed between counArgument
senate
the
to
collective
sent
the
Wilson
their
in
today
even if they do,
a
be
little
Maderla."
sel
'
to
it
times
es
whether
may
it was "competent"
capacity, vote marks by the hundreds following nominations:
of
kind
other
wine?"
to
Q.
whether Colo,
Infor
witnesses
"Any
effete
the
of
testify
assistant
First
secretary
tot millions t,o maintain the
A. "I may have drunk a little red nel Roosevelt was a gentleman. The
VeLas
A.
The
t
Andrlus
Jones),
times.
modern
terior,
jnonarchism of
wine and occasionally a little sherry." court sustained an objection, that the
as dis- gas, N. M.
Germans are
Q. "You don't keep any wine of any law presumed the plaintiff was a genrethe
land
of
Commissioner
general
cf
citizens
any
tinctively as the
In your house?"
tleman.'
kind
are office, Clay Tallman of Nevada.
,
public of the world; and' they
RUs was
"Yes."
A.
When
genof
commissioner
the
have
Assistant
.
because they
well governed,
and wine asked whether his work as a writer
'themselves sternly repressed various eral land office, Charles M. Bruce of Q. "Did you keep brandy
'
7
House?"
took him out of politics.
White
In
the
not
Arizona.
of popular government,
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Automobile
Phjne Main 344.

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Go

Fowler Props

Where
Shall We
j

Go

Attend

This

Summer?
Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the

undersigned, one of, the Santa Fe's summer tour "special-- 1
ists? His help, will cost you
nothing, but, you will find it
invaluable.

0ir

Shoe and Oxford Sale
All Shoes on soJe. None
held in rese rye. Every

pair guaranteed.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc
sent promptly, if you address

prrq

D.

I.

Men's Boy's,

aid Children's Shoes
and Oxfords sxt less than

cost.

The

Store of Quality"

BATCHELOR

Agent
lias Vojras, N. M.

Women's
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CLASS PLAY

PERSONALS

If ILL

BE STAGED

F. S. Schnabel came in last night

SOURCE OF GOOD

AMD

HARM

volcanoes on Island of Luzon Occasionally Devastate, but AUn
Supply Fertilizers.

HI!

WWW AND

You

CHICKEN TO BE

Have
Positive
Proof

When your canceled check is returned lo you by (his institution that you
have made payment to the proper parties. Start ar checking account and
pay all your bills by check. It is the convenient and modern way and

Luzon, the largest island of the
from Albuquerque for a short business
you are sure to obtain a receipt for everything you pay for.
Philippine group, Is graced by a chain
from
extinct
and
of
volcanoes,
active,
trip.
north to south. Many of these have
A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound came
subterranean connection, so that when
in last evening for a few days' visit ill
one turns loose its fury it is Just
PALATE-PLEAS-- ,
Las Vegs.
ENpossible that a sister many miles away BRAIN FOOD AND
TO
EXPECT
SENIORS
NORMAL
J. L. Matt came In last night from
will do the same. These volcanoes
ERS AT THE Y. M. C. A.
TERTAIN MANY OF THEIR
his mines west of this city for a few
MEMBERS' DINNER.
have, a commercial value to the isFRIENDS AT DUNCAN
business
visit.
lands, and if it were not for the havoc
days'
(EL
they now and then create they might
Captain V. B. Brunton of ShoemakOn Monday evening of next week
The ticket sale for "Fanny and the be looked upon as veritable blessings.
er came in this afternoon for a short
the Young Men's Christian Associa5111,000
Servant Problem," the class play of the It is the volcanic ash from these tion
business visit,
to
fill
its
members
up
expects
for
mountains
fertilizer
that
produces
NorTom Tipton of Logan, N. M., came class of 1913 of the New Mexico
the finest hemp in the world, and the and friends with good victuals and
in this afternoon for a short business mal University, is large and it is ex world's hemp supply comes solely interesting information. The aftair
visit in Las Vegas.
pected that the opera, house will be from the Philippines.
is to be the first annual members'
Mayon volcano, in Albay province, dinner. A delicious
Charles Hamilton and son of Denver filled to its capacity this evening.
repast, consisting,
The students have been working southern Luzon, is one of 'the most for the main
came in last evening for a short busiof chicken and
TODAY'S BASEBALL
part
the
in
active
volcanoes
beautiful
hard in preparation for the play, and
ness visit in Las Vegas.
will
dished up by
be
the
from
Viewed
it
trimmings,
certain
world.
points,
John Rudulph came in this after- the dress rhearsal that was held yes Is a perfect cone, resembling an in- ladies of the First Methodist church,
F
noon from Rociada for a short visit terday showed that the young actors verted letter V. Mayon is constantly while officers of the association will
National League.
,
aran
in
to
it
are
at
the
its
base
lies
buried
and
produce
ready
here.
relatives
with
..
active,
St. Louis at Chicago; clear.
hand out a comprehensive report of
town of old Daraga, with nothing but
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield
Fishburn tistic manner.
Cincinnati at Pittsburg; postponed.
the work of the institution during the
the old church roof and steeple stickof
who
has
charge
Ross,
Miss'May
left this afternoon for Albuquerque
wfil
The
New York at Boston; two games
months.
dinner
several
past
today. The
the play, has stated that the class this ing above the ground
for a short visit with friends.
in
at Brooklyn; cloudy
the
be
it
served
and
Philadelphia
gymnasium,
one
of
the
town
of
largest
Legaspi,
D. T. Hoskins returned this after- year will be a credit to the dramatic
American League.
hemp ports in the world, also lies at is expected that a large number of
SECRETARY STARK OF COMMERnoon from Denver where he has been standing of the school and that the majestic Mayon's base, on the Gulf members and friends of the "Y" wili NEW ST. THOMAS'
EDIFICE IN
Chicago at Cleveland; postponed:
CIAL CLUB BOOSTING FOR
students have worked faithfully and of Albay, a body of water, which bep resent.
for the past week on business.
NEW YORK IS MODEL OF ARDetroit at St. Louis; clear.
GOOD ROADS MEETING
Mrs. N. Costa and Miss Sadie Costa have put all their efforts towards mak- legends say "has no bottom."
at Philadelphia; two
CHITECTURAL BEAUTY.
Invitations to the affair have been
Washington
them
Many Americans, among
of Roswell are in Las Vegas for a few ing the production one of the best that
unaer
sent out, and preparations are
games.
,
some noted men, have reached the
New York, May 27 All the scafSecretary Stark of the Commercial
Boston at New York; two games.
days and are the guests of Mr. and have ever been given in Las Veras by summit. But a flag supported by an way to make it well worth the while
Club spent today looking up the autoan amateur cast.
Mrs. Leon Durham.
American Association.
iron staff placed there by one party of all persons who accept the bidding folding of the new St. Thomas Epismobile owners and trying to get a
J. P. McNierny kft this morning
As has been mentioned before, this was soon destroyed by sulphur fumes to dine.
Toledo at Columbus; rain.
copal church at Fifth avenue and
number to make the trip to Wagon
for Rociada after having been a busi nlav is a most interesting one. It is shot up from the crater. The moun
street having been removed,
Kansas City at St. Paul; clear.
Since Phil H. LoNoir took charge hird
on Friday to attend the good
Mound
two
ness visitor in Las Vegas for the one of the kind that pleases the audi- tain rises to a height of over 8,000 of the work of secretary in Novem the delicate workmanship of the enat
Louisville
Indianapolis;
of
road3 meeting. Up to late this after
ence from the opening of the first act feet, and many interesting photos
,:
of last year the association has tire structure a parish church in lim- games.
past few days.
ber
the
been made
noon he had secured two or three
an official of the until the curtain on the last. Although the crater have of science. by
G. W. Everett,
Milwaukee at Minneapolis; clear.
broadened its sphere of activity, its itations, a cathedral in beauty and
bureau
Philippine
owners who were willing to make the
nas
tfecomes
Santa Fe Railway company, came in the, senior classes of the Normal have
dimensions
to
Western
it
the
increased
and
has
League.
apparent
This volcano is' one of the most membership
y
booster trip, and it is expected that
last night from Topeka for a short always giveif a class play, yet the pro- interesting to be found anywhere in demonstrated in a forcible manner its public. The new edifice, though
Denver at Des Moines; clear.
several more machines will he enlistLincoln at St. Joseph; clear.
business visit here.
ductions have not been in the rank of the whole world, by all reports
occupied, is not expected to be
practical usefuJaess to the people of
ed.
of Albuquerque this production. The Normal band will Technical World Magazine.
J. D. Davidson
Wichita at Sioux City; clear.
Las Vegas. The membership has in- completed before fall. The rector,
came in this afternoon for a short play several selections in front of the
The Wagon Mound bunch Is preparcreased from 198 to 270. The per- the Rev. E. M. Stires, is hopeful of
Topeka at Omaha; clear.
business vltit. He is connected with opera house between 8 and 8:15 COULD ONE DOUBT HIS LOVE? centage of railway men belonging to having it consecrated during the Epising to make this meeting one of the
a well known fur house of Aibuquer- - o'clock this evening. The Normal orbest that have been held in Mora cdun-l- y
the association has moved upward copal convention to be held in Sep
BASEBALL.
YESTERDAY'S
Devotion Almost Sublime Exhibited
lob-bSt. John
tember
of
The
Cathedral
at
to
the
que.
from
for some time. They will imbue the
chestra wil 1 begin its program at
Was
a
Test That
by Harold After
J. A. Vlckmati of Las Cruces came 8:15 o'clock and the curtain will rise
idea of the general improvement of
National League.
and reading and pool rooms have the Divine. All but $300,000 of the
Really Severe.
in this, afternoon from his home at at 8:30 o'clock.
At Brooklyn;
been kalsomlned, new pictures havb building funds have been subscribed'.
Philadelphia, 8; the roads Into every person who atthat place for a short business visit
She knew how to bake biscuits. But been hung, a phonograph has been The cost of the bui'iding and equip- Brooklyn, 5.
r .
tends, and will be assisted by a numin Las Vegas.
that was all, for she had only spent purchased and a boxball alley has ment will be fully $2,000,000.
At Boston: New York, 7; Boston, 2. ber of New Mexico's best speakers.
two years at a cooking school before been installed. All of these
Arthur Bdmondij, Edwin Rosenthal HAS NO DESIRE
American League.
The trip to Wagon Mound can be made
things
A picture in stone, it Is not exacther recent marriage.
and Fred Gephart left this morning
have added greatly to the comfort ly a "copy" of any other existing
At New York:
Boston, 3; New by machine in about two hours so that
"O, goody!" she cried. "I'll give
for Gallinas canyon where they will
It will not Inconvenience any one who
cathedral or basilica, but there is York, 1.
Harold a surprise. We'll have a bis- and usefulness of the association.
The membership of the boys' class much about both the exterior and the
At Philadelphia: Philadelphia,
,
spend the week camping.
has an engagement In the evening to
GO TO WAR cuit supper."
TO
for
W. J. .Stehle, representative
Harold came home early as he had has increased from 18 to 60, and Interior that the architects have bor- Washington,
go with, the boosters.
the Morris Packing company, came in
every day since they started house- many parents have become interested rowed from famous French structures,
At St. Louis: ,St, Louis, 4; Detroit,
Raton will bo well represented, and
keeping. He kissed her as they met in the work. The daily attendance at
last evening from his headquarters
3.
r, J
and
them
all
the other places north of here will
Bourges,
Troyea
among
RUMOR
DENIES
the
UNITED STATES
in the vestibule, then in the hall,
in Albuquerque on his weekly busifold. Chartres. The church proper consists
Western League.
show up with several machines, so
ante-rooand so on out Into the din- the building has increased many
THAT TROOPS ARE BEING
ness visit here.
Des that if Las Vegas cares to be repAt Des Moines: Denver, 5;
During the winter and spring months of a great basilica 214 feet long, 43
ing room.
RUSHED TO COAST
Rev. J. L. Imhof came in yesterday
classes
0.
the
she
attendance
95
in
biscuits!"
at
twit
clear
feet
in
feet
and
Moines,
the
wide
gymnasium
"First course,
resented, at least 10 machines must
Washington, May 27. -- The follow
afternoon for an indefinite stay in
has been phenomenally large. The height from the pavement to the
At St. Joseph: Lincoln, 4; St. Jos- make the trip.
tered, as they sat down to dinner.
the
was
issued
statement
today
ing
ly
Harold devoured her with hia eyes, Sunday School Basketball league ser- crown of the vault. Changes in the eph, 2.
this city. Rev. Imhof recently re-- j
A number of business men have sigstate department:
devoured 'the biscuits with his teeth ies was an
feature of the original plans necessitated the heignt- At Omaha: Topeka, 4; Omaha, 3.
signed his position as pastor of tne
interesting
their intention of attending the
nified
authoriz
has
state
'The
and avidity.
department
local Christian church.
At Sioux City: Sioux City, 7; Wichening of the nave, until now it is aland if enough machines are
"Second course, biscuits!" she car winter's program.
meeting
to
at
Tokio
the
American
ed
embassy
John Stein, manager of the Harvey
Qn the social side of the work the most as high as that of Westminster ita, 3.
oled.
Las
secured
Vegas will have the largwhich
houses on the New Mexico division deny a San Francisco telegram
There is no "triumphal
"How novel!" exclaimed Harold, Santa Fe entertainments have been Abbey.
est
bunch.
Secretary Stark will apto
the
in
papers
Japanese
of the Santa Fe Railway
company, appeared
lecture of Dr, arch." The structural 'line of demarand devoured seven more.
the
handled,
admirably
use of any machine, and
the
preciate
STANDING OF CLUBS
came in this afternoon from Albu- effect that preparations were being
The third course was biscuits, and Fisher and the concert by the Roney cation between nave and chancel is
one
who
will offer his services to
any
was
to
the
a
was
as for the fourth, biscuits. It
querque for a short business visit made for war. The report
boys were enjoyed, and the Jennie indicated only by a strengthening of
National League.
should see the secrecause
this
did
good
beHarold
and
were
of
dinner,
that
effect
artillery
troops
here.
'
Brice dinner furnished a happy even the piers at this point and the emClub
Won
Lost
Pet
dessert
once.
course.
For
at
to
each
tary
; sent to Hawaii and that the Phili- justice
K. M. Robinson of Wellington, Kan.
7
22
.758
ing. The dinner for "The Man Away phasizing of the transverse rib of the Philadelphia
there were biscuits.
is in the city for a few days' visit pjne garrison was to be increased.
Western League.
on
Home"
had
from
14
.576
.19
Thanksgiving night vault.
The next day after Harold
Brooklyn
"A few artillerymen have been sent
with relatives here. Mr. Robinson is
Won Lost Pet
Club
been pronounced out of danger and furnished a pleasurable holiday gath
16
.633
14
New
York
The walls are divided into arcade,
.625
20
12
employed by the Santa Fe Railway to Hawaii in pursuance or plans adopt- the doctor had assured him taat the ering for many lonesome young men. triforium and
.529 Lincoln
18
16
Louis
St.
...d
vertical
the
clerestory,
'
.606
20
13
Denver
company at Wellington as 'locomotive ed before this administration began, acute indigestion would not return If Many men have been assisted in se17
18
.514
proportions being about the same as Chicago
but no increase Is contemplated In he was careful about what he ate, the
20
.688
14
St.
have
sick
engineer,,
the
19
.457
Joseph
16
:
employment,
curing
those of the Troyes cathedral jn Pittsburg
husband called his wife to his
' .4S5
17
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fisher, of Den- the Philippine garrison. The changes young
lb
Omaha
have
conferences
18
11
.379
France. The great nave is 'placed Boston
She approached with great been visited and
bedside.
15
ver came in last night. Mr. Fisher is that have taken place are only the cus16
.484
.286 Sioux City
Biscuits had not been been held with parents.
-- 10 25
close to the north line of the lot Cincinnati
trepidation.
17
.463
connected with the C. S. Morey Mer- tomary exchange of regiments.
Des Moines
- 15
mentioned between them in the interThe Y. M. C. A. has shown a de- On that side there will be no seats,
"The department regrets that any vals that he was conscious during the sire to be of service to the commun14
18
MH
cantile company of Denver and Is here
Topeka
American League.
only a narrow architectural aisle. On
.S03
22
10
in the interest of that concern. Mr. newspaper or newspaper report 6hould night. Now she expected to hear the ity. In doing so It has
Wichita
of the nave there is
the
south
side
Won Lost Pet.
Club
word.
dreadful
f
and Mrs. Fisher left this morning for send so misleading a telegram from
tne
with the Commercial club,
not only an ambulatory, but a second Philadelphia
.688
10
22
"Dearest," began Harold, "I think
Sallow complexion is flue to a torthe United States."
Mora for a short business visit.
I must have eaten something" she churches and all the community agen- south aisle, or chapel, eighteen feet Cleveland
24
12
.667
-liver.
HERBINE purifies and
pid
witfrfiO
Cordova
left last night
Nick
was clinging to the bedpost for sup- cies.
wide and twenty feet high. Directly
.576
14
-- .19
Washington
liver and bowels and
the
strengthens
are
laborers for Swink, Colo., where the MELLEN FACES MURDER CHARGE port "1 think I must have eaten someabove
enumerated
The facts
over this chapel is a long galiery Chicago
.568 restores the
16
-- --- '21
bloom of health to
rosy
Bridgeport, Conn., May 27 Charles thing that did not agree with me at only a few of the interesting things with a
laborers will be employed in the beet
312.
This
.439 the cheek.
23
18
seating capacity of
St. Louis ;
50c. Sold by CenPrice
will
fields. This makes about 500 local S. Mellen and E. H. McHenry, respec- the club for lunch yesterday.'
at
the
be told
about the "Y" that
feature Is borrowed from the choir of Boston
'.
14
.412 tral
20
Co.
Drug
men who have gone to Colorado to tively president and vice president
chicken dinner.
members'
the Cathedral of Le Mans.
.395
23
-- 15
Fish Fighting Popular Sport.
Detroit
work 1 nthe beet fields, signifying that of the New York, New Haven nnd
"-so
to
some
one
that
tell
Were
close
.273
will
24
9
you
be
The
New
York
Subscribe for The Optic.
capacity
seating
the beet crop in that state this year Hartford railroad, appeared In court far as gameness was concerned you
nave will accommoto
The
3,000.
on
indictan
to
stand
trial
here today
will be unusually large.
had all the vitality and spunk of a CHAVEZ THINKS HE
date 1,072, the nave aisle 66, the chaMisa Mossy York, who has been ment charging them with manslaughfish, you probably would believe he
pel 527, the side aisle 17, the end and
into
from
resulted
was either joking or intended
teaching school in Clayton during the ter The indictment
side galleries about 500.
for
CIIICO
not
the
such
is
sult
BEAT
on
case,
WILL
October
you,
near
yet
the
wreck
Westport
winter, is in the city visiting for a few
fish
are
are
there
that
TO
game,
spunky,
"The entire fabric," the architects
3 of last year, when a Boston express
days with Miss Louie Dick. Miss York
and possess great vitality.
ai'.d
debuilt
"has
been
was
up
frankly
road
say.
New
on
Haven
the
Is enroute to her home in Las Vegas train
The particular fish mentioned is TRINIDAD BANTAM IS TRAINING
scientifically, preci33iy as Air.'cus or
and stopped in Trinidad for a short railed. Seven persons were killed and the Malayan fighting fish, known gen
FOR
PREPARATION
IN
HARD
Westminster Abbey was built up,
wreck.
but
erally in Siam as the
visit with friends. Trinidad Chronicle. forty injured in the
ALL
BATTLE.
In every case the visible forms
HARD
and
These
as
the
Betta
elsewhere
Pugnax.
'News.
are
some
other
the
are
operain
that
and
declare
fish
Siam
bred
energies
KICKING ON FREE SUGAR
Mrs. E. P. Mackel will leave this
27. A memorial countries just for sport, and their
Albuuerque, N. M., May 27. That tive within."
May
she
Washington,
where
Mesilla
Park
for
evening
The lofty spire, looming above all
com- ability to fight means much to their Benny Chavez will win his blut with
-will attend the commencement exer- from the Denver chamber of
backers.
Is
opinthe
on
general
Chico
structural
or
Friday
surroundings, is wanting in
cises of the New Mexico College of merce, representing a hundred
is a veritable fighting
The Pla-Kat
ion
In time that section
admirers
his
Albuquerque.
new
of
this
fabric.
and
more
commercial
organizations
cock of the deep, and it is an inherent
Agriculture and Mechanio Arts, of
hard with Louis of the city will be wholly occupied
is
Chavez
training
to
to
with
rather
trait
it
than
of
banks
against
Colorado,
fight
protesting
which she la a graduate.
in by business places, towering office
free .iugar, was presented to the- sen- eat. . At some of the big contests, Newman and says that he will' be
- when the. best fish are pitted against his prime when the fight 'is staged, buildings, with this delicate b!,t,of
SepreShafroth
ate
Senator
by
today by
TRYING TO 8AVE BECKER.
each' other, thousands of spectators and will spring a surprise on his old ecclesiastical architecture ... nestling
Ne&r York,. Majr 27. Justice 5off ttestc-- ei
gather to see the contest, and small
'taken the opposite among them, and the single tower,
Senator Thomas declared he could fortunes often change bands cm the friends who have
will hear arguments of counsel tomordefeat.
last
his
short and broad a real novelty in
side since
... row on the application for a new trial not let the nmmorial be read without result.
Kid
will
who
Louis'
edifices
of this kind, will not be lost
fight
Newman,
in the case of Charles A. Becker, the stating it did not represent the sention June 17, has to the eye. This tower rises scarcely
in
Las
Shaffer
Vegas
a
Mads
Truth
Hit
ment
lieutenstate.
of the
former New York City police
The late Senator Marcus A. Hanna received an offer from Trinidad to a dozen feet above the ridge of the
:
ant, who Is tinder sentence of death
always
delighted to tell a stdry on a box Spike Sullivan of Kansas City roof.
for the murder of Herman Rosenthal, IMPERATOR SAILING PUT OFF.
manCleveland friend in the Iron
In the facade have been assembled
on June 10, and may accept the offer
Berlin,
May 27. The Hamburg-America- n ufacturing business in that city.
a gambler. Counsel for Becker claims
show
richness of workmanTrinidad
promoters
if
extraordinary
the
liner Imperator will make
to have important new evidence in
This iron merchant, according to
the
in
line,
The
money
buttresses, arcades,
Interest
great
ship.
enough
on
June
York
New
was
Senator
from
in
Hanna,
Hamburg
support of the contention that Becker her first trip
. .
Newman will be in Las Vegas Dy the collection of saints in stone beon a bond selling mission for a sub11 instead of tomorrow, as originally
was convicted through a "frame-up- "
The change in the plan sidiary company in which he was in- June 11 to begin his trainin there neath delicate canopies, the fretted
of the "gunmen," who were desirous scheduled.
and is as sure of victory in this bat- niches, and above all a beautiful rose
has been made to give terested.
line
peof
the
the
of obtaining revenge against
The aid of a well known Wall street
bout with Boyd. window, are to be seen here as probons features of entertainment The more time for getting everything, tn house w.s sought and the head of tle as he was in the
on the card for the ably in no other parish church In
is
Shaffer
Kid
some
minor
and'
for repairing
tions.
the Arm was negotiating for the bonds
shape
Chavez-ChicAmerica.
bout for a
damage to machinery resulting from with the Lake City man.
is
and
boy,
a
Albuquerque
with
fast
scheddo
new
"Where
live?"
yoa
suddenly
In the whole 'luio of moliclne the trial trip. Under the
Cleve-landeI r.
training hard in the Dune Jity.
rthere Is not a healing remedy that ule the vessel should arrive in New asked the financier of the
C. D. Boucher late this afternoon
will repair damage to the flesh more York on June 18.
"Lakewood
avenue,
Cleveland,"
received a telegram from Chicago inSNOW
The'Imperator is the biggest steam came the quick response. quickly than BALLARD'S
IN ONE DAY
A CUt-- D
forming him that his son, Cecil
TO
CURE
floating
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains. ship afloat, an
"Come on out and get a drink," said
who was reported seriously
BROMO
Boucher,
of
Qulnln
with
engines
the capitalist. "You are the first Take LAXATrVE
burns, scalds, and Thournatism,; Its palace, 910 feet long,
U hurt In that city, is suffering from a
If
refund
V- I
man
money
x
ever
in
met
life
Is
from
Her
Tablets.
mydisplacement
Druggists
80,000
horsepower.
healing and penetrating power
not claim to live tail, to cure. E. W. GROVE'S si
Cleveland
.'lightly infected scalp wound. lie is
traordinary. Price, ,25c, 60c andt$LO0. is..,50,000 tons, and she can accommo- on Euclid who did
averm."
in no danger.
nature is on each box. 25c.
yer bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co date 5,000 passengers.

SERVED

TONIGHT

We Pay 2 Per Cent Interest On the
Daily Balances of Checking Accounts

THE PEOPLES BANK

TRUST CO.

Capital

k PARISH CHURCH

1

SUGGESTS

WORKING UP THE
VAGON MOUND

INE

;

TRIP

CATHEDRAL

.

Fifty-t-

par-tlal-

.

one-nint- h

one-thir-
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four-cours- e
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eta SHIER.

EXCURSIONS

POINTS IN COLORADO

Pla-Ka- t,

'

,

y

Round (rip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to
tember 30,
good to return
up toMiid including Oct. 31, 1913.

-

ml bsvii

..

(Pueblo
$11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'jjs $13.70
(Denver,
$16.60

o

r.

-

semi-windu- p

Tickets are first class ood for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, ph
call at lic!:ct office.
D.L. BATCH ELO ft.
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS

AND CAFE

AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

This elegant Rogers'

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Silver Spoon
-i- f you use

The

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

II

EMPRESS

A.

COLUMN

FLOUR

v
'

A :,j

Instructive

!7

Ides

VVV

It s giving you
a present lor do

RATES

FOR

-

X

OPTIC'S NUMBER.

I

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH-

!

liHLY

f

(l

-

CK- -

Secretary.

MAIN

L

WANTED
Agents to handle our line
of casting baits.
Big money for
live men. Send 50 cents for sample

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYMA80NS Regvlar con
vocation first Monday In

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H,
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
PAN8FORD

CHAPTER

1.

F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Meeta every Monday evening al

their ball on Sixth street All vlalV
lng brethren cordially invited to aV
tend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World

8. Meet first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mm. J. o. Rutledae. Worthy Matron; Mr. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephona Mala 329.

hall, on the

ob- -

.1

j
tainea in mis cuy uoiu

ALL GROCERY

second

and fourth

Mondays of each month

at

8

p. m.

H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially
C.

NO
and attractive proposition. The FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Mees every Monday
at
night
Bait
Paw
Moonlight
Company,
Paw,
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglaa avenue, at
Mich.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Werta,
cordially welcome.
WANTED
Boy to work In paint
T.
J.
Buhlor
president;
secretary;
shop.
Inquire N. O. Herman, 429
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Grand avenue.
George

EMPRESS
can be

mi

Wanted

PLAT- E-

Advertising

ATTOKNKVs
HUNKER & HUNKER
H.

Hunker Chester

A. Hub

Attorneys-at-La-

B.

P. O. ELKS Meeta second and
WANTED Dining
room
New Mengirl. 403
Las Vegas
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Railroad avenue.
FOR PUBLICATION.
month Elks home on Ninth atree
DENTISTS
Department of the Interior. U. S,
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarLand Oltlce at Santa Fe, N. M., SALESMAN WANTED Two expert
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIf
enced specialty or advertising sales.
April 1, 1913.
J.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConMills,
Crockett Building.
Vin
that
men
Notice la hereby given
for staple meritorious, highly
Mai U.
Office Telephone
don,
Secretary.
cento Clddio of Bast La3 Vegas, who.
advertised line handled by all clas
Mala
House
Telephone
home'
ses of merchants. Large, well
on December 16, 1907, made
KNIGHTS
OF
COUNCOLUMBUS,
NW
known manufacturer. Positions ofstead entry, No. 05201, for W
CIL NO. 804. Meeta aecond and
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
section 30,
SW
Yt section 31, W
fer excellent chance of advance
in
O. R. C. HalL
fourth
Dentist
Thursday
M.
N.
17
P.
14
ment. Men worth $3000 per year.
E,
N, ranso
township
Pioneer building.
Dental work of any descrlptioi
Visiting memWrite Box 495, Iowa City, Iowa.
M., has filed notice of Intention to
bers are cordially Invited. Richard moderate prices.
make five year proof, to establish
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Mala
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, T. 8.
claim to the land above described, he-- WANTED
Fiain sewing. Telephone
Las Vegas, N. M.
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commit
Vegas 292.
NO.
DORADO
LODGE
I
on
N.
M.,
sioner, at East Las Vegas,
KNIGHTS OF PY Professional Health Culture for Ladlsi
WANTED
Two good
June 7, 1913.
farm hands.
MR8. OLLIE SHEARER
I AS
TH
Meets ev
Claimant names as witnesses: Vlo
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St
ery Monday even General Massage, Hair and Scalj,
torlno Abeyta and Pedro Ciddlo, East
Manicure
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana Tru- WANTED
ing In Castle Hall Treatment, Facial Massage,
Dining room girl at
I jr .... s
Hotel.
Plaza
M
N.
J.
de
Luclnda
Restaurant.
Visiting
Knighti
jillo, Las Vegas,
are cordially lnvlt Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. n
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Chas. TJebacD
WANTED Used parcel post stamps
Cure for Stomach Disorders. .'
Disorders of the stomach may be
Chancellor
In lots of 100 or more.
aer,
Register.
Highest
Commander. Harry avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
prices. Box 79, Watrous, N. M.
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
TAX PAYMENTS
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and have been effected by these tablets
Notice is hereby given that, any WANTED Four mules ranging from Seal.
Sold by all desert.
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
5 to 6 years In age. Not to exceed
7t
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
SO inches high and weighing, 900
1
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of Albuto a penalty of five per centum.
querque and Cerrillos Coa'i ComFurther notice is hereby given, that
pany, Madrid, N. M.
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
all
of
the
sale
of
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
WANTED
public
Man with family to do
published
farm
property upon which taxes of A. D,
work.
w'. W. Lynam,
general
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
100 lbs
20c
-

1

NOTICE

"What shall wear?"
"What shall eat?M
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, every-da- y
questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.
1

1

People read advertising now

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" possibilities.

--

-

Bis-mar-

1

CRYSTAL ICE

remain unpaid at the date set

1912

New ideas, new thoughts,

in-

spirations and suggestions
stantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.
con-

1-

st

N. M.

Watrous,

for such sale, and such property up
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
quent, will ba sold as required by the

session Laws of 1313.
Dated at Las Vega3, N.

M., May 14,

1913.

EUGENIO

For Sale
WE GOT 'EM, Cape Jessamines,
cents a dozen. Perry Onion.

AMD

SIGN PAINTING

HOUSEHOLD goods for sale.
at 1005 Grand Avenue.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

FOR RENT Front bedrcom.
Richley. 508 Main Avenue.

HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING

Urdwood Finishing, Paper Haatlai
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
est 8lde Plaea
.Old To
LOCAL

TIME

Bepan

4

8....

No.
No 10
No.

1

No.

3....
7....
9....

:15
9:10 p. m
11:06
11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m...- - 2:10
2;1
1:45 p. m
WEST BOUNO
1:20 p. m..... 1:
6:15
6:10 a. m
4:30
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m..... 7:00

FOR RENT Furnished four room
pottage, $6. Will take Invalids.
417 Eighth street

10

1200

Lincoln Ave

FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.

P.

a.

P

a. a
p.
p.

s

FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Eighth street.
511

SPILLS

ru... A
Ilniml
UW """""(OV
XfS

AU your
Ladl.I
lil.ohe.-(r'

llll. in lied
boxes, tealerf

ami
with

-- RETAIL PRICES
2,000

lb., or

More, Each Del very
lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. Each Delivery
lbs., Each Delivery
lbs., Each Delivery

to 2,000
to 1,000
50 lbs., to 200
Less than 50

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

W"

gtuHfc

Y

v
Aly Kdlbl
!,.,, IIM.
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERTOSDS

RENT

Modern

furnished flat.

Ninth street.

sons
PRIVATE board with or without
Mrs. Del Chambers, 710
room.
Grand avenue.

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
...30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aae
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegan Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
.York's store. Telephone 317,

FOR

RHICHESTER

Miss

FOR EjSNT Desirable light housekeeping rooms, modern, with s'eep--'
ing torch. 1030 Fifth street.

EAST BOUND

y

Phono Main 227

CARD

Arrive

2....

Inquire

For Rent

PETER P. MACKEL

i

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

75

100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

No.
No.

25c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs

County, N. M.

Miguel

No.
No.

per

1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

ROMERO,
FOR SALE A good refrigerator; J.
Collector, San
C. Baker, Normal or Y. M. C. A.

Treasurer and

N. O.

Don't neglect your ad

at

o. O. MOOSE Meets second
fourth
Thursday evening eai
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlaitlai
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. I
W
J. Thoraiit
Houf, Dictator;

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON .IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

"Where shall go?"
"What shall do?"

L.

Reg-ukula-

P

MAN PROCESS

I

X1

W. M., H. S

4

Regular com-- f
munication first and
third Thursday In
aach month. Visiting
brothers cordially in-'Red. Wm. P. Mills,
an Petten, Secretary. J.

.
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
TI8EMENTS
I. O. of B B.
Meeta every flri
ing something
Five cente per line eacn insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
do
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
any
you d
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy lei tpaca than two
when
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
conclave it-- , d Tuesyou
way
lines. Ai!
advartls mntt charged
day In each month at MaIsaac
cordially Invited.
learn how Much
Appel,
will be booked at space actually set,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. a.
President;
Charle
See
Greenclay.
Better EMPRESS
without regard to number of word.
Klnkel, B. C.; Cha. Tamme.
retary.
FLOUR really is. g Cash In advance preferred.

SILVER

QP

AOVER.

Made by GER-

In

in

CLASSIFIED

M.

D.J

ANT Ads
Are Best

Alarket Finders

Classified adj. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing li worth moat.
That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST vo aomeoa
who reads the ads. In thla newspaper and would never hear
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er ads. in thla newspaper want (aaj
are anxious to pay eaah for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articlos of wwtuIneRS of any sort, and musical
As the classified a3s. are read bj all possible buyets, of all
ible aorta of things, they save come to be finders of the beat
Si
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For a few days only, leading tobacco dealers
in this city will give a
book of the famous
RIZ LA CROIX CIGARETTE PAPERS
FREE to every purchaser of a
sack of
genuine "Bull" Durham tobacco.
5-ce-

nt

5-ce-

We want every smoker
offer.
"Roll your own," as
throughout the world do, and
you roll from "Bull" Durham

nt

in this city to take advantage of this

N

the majority of cigarette smokers
see how much better the cigarettes
are than any ready-mad- e
cigarettes

0

you can buy.
II

NUIN

nn n TrP--

Lis--

a ni

H

zy
SM.OKIN 0 TOBACCO
i

7

i

i

(Forty "rollings" in each

5-ce- nt

i

muslin sack)

i
1

1

I:

Last year alone enough "Bull" Durham tobacco
was sold to make approximately 12 billion cigarettes
about the same number as all brands of ready-mad- e
cigarettes in this country combined! This proves that
the majority of smokers have learned that they can
roll better cigarettes from "Bull" Durham tobacco than
cigarettes that money can buy.
any ready-mad-e

"Bull" Durham

is smoked by more millions of

men, in pipe and cigarette, than all other

e

high-grad-

tobaccos combined ! Last year alone over 352,000,000
sacks sold,nearly a million a daymore than all other high
grade smoking tobaccos combined! This grand old
tobacco has been the standard smoking tobacco of the
world for three generations. It is not sold in painted tins
or fancy packages which smokers have to pay for, but
cannot smoke. "Bull" Durham comes in a plain muslin sack,
because the quality is all in the tobacco, where it belongs!

L

TTT3

1T7Tn)

Riz La Croix are the finest cigarette papers in the
world, and used when rolling your own from "Bull"
Durham, make the finest cigarettes in the world as
every experienced smoker knows. They are made in
France and are used in every corner of the globe.
Riz La Croix
Money cannot buy anything finer.
because1
world's
favorite
Cigarette Papers are the
they are the world's best.
muslin
Go to your dealer's without fail today buy a
books
sack of "Bull" Durham get one of these famous
of Riz La Croix "papers" Free and

i
i
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This is a pecial offer and we want eery dealer In Las Vegas to be supplied with Riz La Croix papers so that he can make this special offer to his custowern. All dealers w)0 have not
securec' a suPP'y f R' - Colx papes to make this offer, can do so by applying to F. L. Schnabel at "Bull' Durham headquarters at the Castenada Hotel from 6 to 7 in the even
Phone No. Main 36.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. TUESDAY, MAY
27, 1913
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We have extrsx fancy

LOCAL NLWS

Light automobile
oilock this evening.

ip a
j

lamps at

I

j

7:50

Mrs. E. O'Brien.
Try a dram ot OKI Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
A

line

big

GRADUATION

WinesaLps
Gjxnos

of

$1.50 for 50 feet 5 ply guaranteed
Rubber M Inch Hose with nozzle.
$4.75 for 50 feet 5 ply guaranteed
inch Hose with nozzle.
Rubber
$3.50 for 25 feet Wire Wround Rub-- ,
ber Hose and nozzle.
4 blade
$5.50 for $6.75
Lawn Mowers.

Your water faucet
t
leaks
Your range needs a
new waterfront
Your stove needs
new castings
Your lawn mower
needs sharpening

Regular dance at F. B. hall tonight.

Pearmind

Summer Needs

V"

APPROPRIATE

PRESENTS at

g

Gasoline Stoves

Phone Main 379

1

2

Remember The Little Minister is
for one day only, tomorrow, Wednesday. Photoplay theater.
LIGGETT'S GRADUATION
OLATES at MURPHEY'S

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER

CHOC

3

Lodwig Win. iifeld

THERE

15

1

LIE ON THE

The funeral ot E. T. Gi'ilette was
held this morning from the chapel of

1

3

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
f!

you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

Insist on "Hunts"

El Porvenir stage will run daily dur
ing the remainder of the season. Cap
five passengers. Fare $1.00,
acity,
round trip. Phone Main 20.

if

i.v.itiuy iiivi o frivceiiiy man a

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

w

LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, for
your GRADUATION GIFT, at MUR
of

v

PHEY'S.

At "J. H. STEARNS

1
2
3

BOOKS suitable ror GRADUATION
GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

The vaudeville show at the Duncan
opera house last night was well attended. The show was enjoyed by all
present. The Morales in their acro
batic act were excellent, doing stunts
that would surprise the most athletic
of athletes. Working on the bars, the
Morales pulled off some interesting
stunts. Their act was well received
by the audience. Bird and Kema, In
the laughable situation "A Wise Coun
try Boy," also pleased the audience.
The dancing act by Eddy Roy was
good.

"

8.95

quart all metal freezers
quart all metal freezers
quart all metal freezers

$1.35
1.85
2.35

The Rosenthal
OPPOSITE Y.

TO DISSOLVE

M. C. A.

COMMENCEMENT
BOOKS,
In
GETT'S
CHOCOLATES
fancy
boxes, INITIAL PAPER AND CORRESPONDENCE
CARDS at

?
itt
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7
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Gross, Kelly & Co.

Conductor W. C. Hurt has received
a letter informing him of the death
of Joe Burke, formerly a conductor
running out of Las Vegas, which occurred in Belies Valley, Va., on May
18.
Mr. Burke wlil be remembered
by many Las Vegans.. He was here
last about three years ago. His service upon the railroad ceased about
four years ago when he suffered the
looss of a leg in an accident between
Mr.
Las Vegas and Albuquerque.
Burke Is survived by a widow and
one child. He was a member of tne
Las Vegas lodge of Elks.

g,

SANITARY

BAKERY GOODS

Sole Agents

--

"

..

.
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We

$5, S6 eund $7 Suits

are

OF THE BEST
OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

THE GRAAF

i

CO. STORE

home, especially in such
new, beautiful designs
in golden oak.circassian,
waluut and birds eye
maple furniture, rockers
chiffoniers, etc., which are displayed in such elegant profusion and sold at prices that defy competition by

J. C. JOHNSEN
"Complete Home Furnishers"

aoa

l

(&

SON

East Las Vegas, N. M.

,

ji fiTij; w o: 'o a

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

fMvrt.,

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZE DC R.EAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

,

.

Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

and

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

BEN LEWIS, Prop.
See our line of Boy Scout Suits and

Ring in the new correct ones.

EVERY DAY

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

lucie

Shoes

HAYVARD

lights the mistress of a

.

THE PALACE CLO. CO.
AT THE HOME

in hands me furniture
is one of the most agree- 1
able surprises that de- I

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality,

quarters for fresh

CHOICE OF THE HOUSE
75c, 85c sxnd 95c Boy Shirts
Waist 40c

SURjPRISE

head-

and
Fruits in Season

Turnips
Carrots
Spinach
Asparagus
Green Onions, etc.

A

Better Milk For a Better Town
Vegetables

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets

and E Waists, the best waist
made, the 50, 65c and 75c kind at
K

THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
....... .4
Strawberries
,
'
'
Bananas
Apples
I'.."1'
Grape Fruit
"" '
Oranges
Black Tartarian Cherries,

That your boy may have a new
suit for commencement.

MERGER.

Washington, May 17. Chairman
Lovett of the Union Pacific has adLost between Las Vegas and Ona-v- vised
Attorney General McReynolds
one poeketbook with $15 In money
that he would submit within a few
and other valuables. Finder please redays a plan for the dissolution of the
turn" to J. A. Cutler, editor of the two roads which would represent tne
Raton Range, Raton, and receive lib- views of the Union Pacific officials. No
eral reward.
agreement had been reached with
Southern Paqific officias, he said.
INITIAL CORRESPONDENCE
Mr. McReynolds in a tentative way
CARDS AND PAPER for GRADUAhas contended that any plan must
TION GIFTS at MUURPHF.Y'S.
contain provision for the Southern
Pacific to relinquish its control of the
Santiago Mares was arrested by Central Pacific railroad.
Officer Jesse
Hunzaker Monday
morning and yesterday afternoon at
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
the city court received a
Jail
Letters remaining uncalled for the
sentence for his offense from Judge week
ending May 24, 1913:
D. R. Murray. Manuel Gallegos was
Grace Atkinson, S. A. Braseiton,
arrested by Santa Fe Officer F. H. Joe W. Bell, Miss Ularrie Clatten-burHill on the same charge, and paid the
B. E. Dodds, Dr. and Mrs. W. K.
costs of the case.
Ficessen, Mrs. Julia Holt Gray, John
Ki'ilion, Lorenzo Lopez, Sepriano MarThus far the Greater Laa Vegas
tinez, Filidelflo Marquez, E. B. Polband has received but two answers
lack, J. B. Smith, Mrs. Paubleta G.
from the local fraternal orders con- Salas.
cerning the proposed program lor
When calling for the above please
Decoration Day. The bandmen say it ask for advertised letters.
Is the duty of every order either to
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
accept the proposition or reject it nt
once. Thus far the band has received
NOTICE.
communications from only three orThe La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ders, the Masons, the Elks and the c'iub has leased
the La Jara and Tip
Fraternal Brotherhood1.
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
NO PRESIDENT ELECTED
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
Peking, May 27. The adoption of
person will be allowed to hunt or
the constitution and the definite elec- fish
upon this property except memtion of a president of the Chinese rebers of the club, and all persons gopublic have been deferred for an ining there must be prepared to show
definite period, owing to the deadlock a
membership card In this organizaamong the parties in parliament the tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestassembly is unable to exercise its func- ed for trespassing.
tions and there is seldom a quorum of
THE LA JARA HUNTING
members in attendance. Government
AND FISHING CLUB.
troops continue to march toward the
south, but it is believed here that they
Subscribe for The Optic.
will only attempt to surround and not
to attack the rebellious factions in the
province of Kiang-Sl- .
Provisional President Yuan Shi Kai
today received 29 Americans who are
proceeding by way of Japan and China
to the World's Sunday School confer
ence to be held in Switzerland.
,

LIG-

DISCOUNT

wis
GREENBERGER

THIS WEEK AT

MURPHEY'S.

INITIAL
PAPER
and CORRES
PONDENCE
CARDS for GRADUA
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

LYE-PEELE-

'The regular meeting of the Elks will
be held tonight at the Elks' home.
There will be five initiations this
evening and all members are requested to be present.

Finch's Golden Wedding itye, aged
There will be a ca'Ued meeting of
In the wood. Direct from the distilthe
board of directors of the Y. M.
lery to you. At the iobby, of course.
C. A. tomorrow night.
All members
LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES FRESH are requested to be present, as bust
BOXED for the ness of importance is to be discussed,
and ESPECIALLY
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at MUR
A nice line of GIFT BOOKS at
PHEY'S.

Wednesday.

FRUITS"

$4.85
7.25

Ice Cream Freezers

The Little Minister. Special mati
nee from 2:30 to 5:30. Photoplay

HUNTS QUALITY

burner at
burner at
burner at

'

For a Few Days Only

Big assortment of COMMENCEMENT BOOKS at MURPHEY'S.
The

age. of the
Utragood make with trousers
cut full and loose and lined
throughout

15

2

Little Minister, tomorrow,
Wednesday, May 28, one day only.
Special matinee from 2:30 to 5:30;
night 7:15 to 11 p. m. Admission 5
and 10 cents. Photoplay theater.

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

$2.25
3.25
4.25

We got 'em. Cape Jessamines, 75 the Las Vegas Undertaking company.
Rev. N. B. Green officiated. Intercents a dozen. Perry Onion.

r

LABEL

burner size at
burner size at
burner size at

BOYSJND CHILDREN'S SUITS

A full line of every

PERFECTION
OIL STOVES

Esa:

ment was In the state cemetery.

STEARNS STORE

ON

4

p

ntmi'Ti ma
mill
Li
ruuAL
...

m

and

r

ct

The Cbrbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street
f

M

Las Verjas, New
Milking Time 4 A. M. and 2 P. II.

Ilex

1

